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EDITOR'S NOTE

Evolved from a lecture given at DUsseldorf on 30 October
1955, at the invitation of the Volkshochschule [People's
University] of that town, this essay retains some of the
style of that delivery, in which Carl Schmitt addressed his
audience directly. stressed points which he considered
important and summarized fmdings to enable those present
to follow the course of his reasoning. This translation tries
to reproduce that style as much as it has been possible. The
greatest difficulty. however I has been to find a satisfactory
English equivalent of the German term Trauerspic1. The
British translator of Walter Benjamin's book Ursprung des
deutschen Trauerspiel used 'tragic play' in the title of his
version but left it untranslated in the rest of the book. In
it, the contrast between the German Trauerspiel of the 16th
and the 17th centuries and tragedy is a main object of
discussion. By translating TrauerspieJ. as 'tragic play'. the
contrast is in fact nullified: 'tragic' becomes their conunon
denominator. A more serviceable equivalent, in the light of
the British theatre tradition. would be 'tear-jerking play',
used technically, with no pejorative undertones. In this
translation it has been used once, alongside 'sorrowing play'
(the almost literal translation of the German TrauerspieI), in
order to make the distinction more apparent when the tat
required it. Otherwise, most of the times, 'tragic play' was
used, aware though of its imperfection as a solution in
which the funereal is paired with the ludic, without for that
matter describing what came to be called tragicomedy.

On the other hand, for the quotations from Qt,
which is not divided into acts and scenes, use has been made
of Hamlet. the First Quarto 1603, published as No.7 of
Shakespeare Quarto Facsimiles, Oxford, 1940. For the other
quotations, the Harold Jenkins edition of Hamlet in the
Avon Shakespeare series. London-New York, 1982 has been
used. Carl Schmitt's notes at the end of the text are marked
with his initials to distinguish them from the editor's.
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Why these Players here draw water from eyes:
For Hecuba. why what is Hecuba to him,

or he to Hecuba?
What would he do and if he had my Josse?
His father murdred, and a O'owne bereft him, ...

HAJoll6I'. the 1603 tellt.



PREFACE

The discussion that follows is about the taboo of a
queen and the person of an avenger. That leads to the ques
tion of the origin of the tragic event, to the question of the
source of the tragic, source which I could fmd only in II
historical reality.

Thus J have tried to comprehend Hamlet by starting
from his concrete situation. lowe it to Shakespeare's fans
and to the experts to name from the beginning the three
books to which I am indebted in particular for their pre
cious information and the elements which have been
essential for my interpretation: HamJet and the Scottish
Succession by Lilian Winstanley, Cambridge University
Press, 1921; What Happens in Hamlet by John Dover
Wilson. Cambridge University Press. 3rd ed. 1951, Ist ed.
1935, and Ursprung des dcutschen Trauerspie1s by Walter
Benjamin, Ernst Rowohlt Verlag, Berlin 1928. I

Whoever has lingered long enough over Shake
speare's Hamlet and its numerous interpretations is well
aware of the unfathomable depth of the theme. He or she
sees many tracks leading into the abyss but few coming out
of it. Besides, whoever reaches the conclusion, as I do, that
Shakespeare's Hamlet has something to do with King James,
the son of Mary Stuart, comes across many taboos and runs
the risk of delivering himself to additional false interpreta
tions. It is true that I could easily fmd a way round all that:
it would have been enough to quote the verdict given by a
very famous British author: 'About anyone so great as
Shakespeare, it is probable that we can never be right; and
if we can never be right. it is better that we should from
time to time change our way of being wrong.' ~ This verdict
by T.S. Eliot provides us with a handsome safe-conduct,
but I hope to use it only as a last resort. Before that, I beg
the reader to give me a few minutes of his attention as I
presume that Hamlet is a topic close to his heart, otherwise
he would not have opened this book and read this preface,

January 1956 C.S.
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INTRODUcrION

The drama Hamlet, Prince of Denmark has known
countless interpretations. The melancholic prince dressed in
black has finally become an archetype of the human
problem. The symbolic force of this character has generated
a genuine myth which ftnds its confirmation in an inex
haustible metamorphosis. The German authors of the 18th
century, of the Storm and Stress movement, Lessing,
Herder, Goethe, were the first to make of Hamlet their own
myth. In Goethe's interpretation, Hamlet has become a
Werther who runs to bis demise, uncler the weight of too
heavy a task. In the 19th century, Hamlet was turned into a
passive character, the opposite of the active character of
Faust, and in which genius and madness come together. In
the flrst third of the 20th century, Sigmund Freud, the
founder of the psychoanalytical school, stated that all
neurotics are either Oedipus or Hamlet, as their neurotic
complexes link them to their fathers or their mothers.

Such a superabundance of psychological interpret
ations has produced a labyrinth without an exit. PsYchology
is in fact, as Dostoevsky, one of the greatest psycologists.
has said, a two-ended stick which can be turned around as
one wishes. A rigorously historical reaction against this
psychologism became manifest quite understandably after
WWI, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon countries. It un
covered the undeniable inconsistencies and faults in Shake
speare's plays and showed Shakespeare's dependencY on his
literary predecessors and his relationship wi!b the society of
his times. The traditional idea of the strict unity of his
characters and of the artistic perfection of his works was
destroyed. Above anything else, Shakespeare became a
playwright of the Elizabethan age, who wrote his plays for
his London audience. This is: a point to which I shall return.

Nevertheless, that historical objectivi%.ation could not
put an end to the series of new interpretations of Hamlet ei
ther. Even nowadays, Hamlet reveals himself a living myth,
under various. often contradictory aspects. Here I shall
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recall two instances of his inexhaustible capacity of meta
morphosis. In 1935, a celebrated German writer, Gerhart
Hauptmann, published a play entitled RamJet in Witten
berg. .s It is not a very great piece. It stays at the psycho
logical level and contains unfortunate sideslips by which a
subjectivist of the early half of the 20th century tries to
impute to Hamlet his .own erotic complexes. But despite a
romanticism that is obscene at times. one feels the breath of
a historical cohesion in that sad play. Without being up to
its title, Hamlet in Wittenberg, remains an astounding
evidence that Hamlet's myth has not yet lost its force.

The other instance comes from the opposite direc
tion: not from the North but from the South. In his book
On Hamlet of 1948, ~ a world-famous philosopher, Salvador
de Madariaga, has placed Shakespeare's Hamlet in an aston
ishingly new light. He makes of Hamlet a Renaissance man,
an unscrupulous man of violent action, a Cesare Borgia. His
book is full of pertinent observations and unrestrained
remarks, but one may imagine the irony with which certain
British critics have reacted to it, not failing to remark that
such an interpretation accounts rather for Hitler's era than
for the Elizabethan age.

Moreover, the interpretations and symbolizations of
Hamlet are not limited fa the psychology of an odd individ
ual being. Whole nations too may assume Hamlet's traits.
That is how in the 19th century, the disseminators of the
German liberalism, such as BOrne and Gervinus,:S recog
niz.ed Hamlet's character in the unravelled and divided
German nation. A couple of years before the liberal revo
lution of 1848. Ferdinand Frcil.igrath wrote a poem which
begins as folows:

Germany is Hamlet! Grave and mute
Between her walls, each night
The buried freedom haunts the site
And beckons to the watchmen.

The comparison with Hamlet, wavering and dreaming,
unable to decide upon any action. is developed systematical
ly, with numerous details:
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He has spun out the savant yarn,
He acts better in his thoughts,
He has stayed too long at Wittenberg,
In lecture halls and in its taverns. S

The labyrinth thus becomes all the more impene
trable, and I would like the reader to follow me a short
while on a terrain that is not that of psychological explan
ations nor that of the methods and conclusions of the
historical schooL After the dead end of psycholosism, an
exclusively historical analysis would be but another dead
end, particu1arly if one clings to the 19th-century
philosophy of art. We must without doubt take into account
the conclusions of the psychological method as much as
those of the historical method, but we shall not see the last
word in either as far as the interpretation of Htunkt is
concerned.

Beyond them there is the question of the source of
the tragic event. in general: a question which if left un
answered renders what is special about Hamlet's entire
problem incomprehensible. If one thinks of the extent to
which the European intellect has demythologized itself since
the Renaissance, it is astonishing that a myth as strong and
as much acknowledged as that of Hamlet could take shape in
Europe. To what is due the fact that a play of the last years
of the Elizabethan era gave birth to this rarity - a modern
European myth?

Let us concentrate on the dramatic plot of the play
itself, with its layout and structure, what in the Greek
theatre was called hypothesis, and fable by the scholastic
aesthetics, and nowadays is given the name of story." Let
us keep to the factual content as the play presents it to us,
and let us ask: what is the effective plot of the drama, and
who is Hamlet, the hero of this drama?

11



TIlE TABOO OF TIlE QUEI!N

Hamlet is the son of a father that has been mur
dered. The dead man's ghost makes its appearance and calls
upon his son to avenge the murder. In this way. a very old
revenge theme is set forth together with the denouement
typical of a revenge play. Added to this situation is the fact
that Hamlet's mother has married the murderer with un
seemly and highly suspicious haste, hardly two months after
the murder. By that act, the mother has legitimiz..ed the
murder and the murderer.

The frrst question that occurs to every spectator and
member of the audience is about the mother's involvement
in the murder. Was she in the know about the murder? Had
she perhaps been its instigator? Did she lake an active part
in it? Had she had any contact with the murderer before the
murder, unaware of the murderous intentions themselves?
Or had she like Queen Anne in Richard 111 only been the
victim of her own feminine inclination of allowing to be
seduced. and as a result, was conquered by the murderer
only after the murder? .

The question of the mother's guilt forces itself upon
the audience from the beginning of the drama and does not
go away unt.il the very end of the play. What ought a son to
do, who wants to avenge his murdered father, when by his
act he would also inflict a blow on his very mother who is
now the murderer's wife? As already said, the opening situ
ation contains a very old theme of legend, myth and
tragedy. The response, as old, aUows for two possibilities
only. A son who is caught in a conflict between the duty of
vengeance and the attachment to his mother has practically
only two ways out. One is that of Orestes in the Greek
legend and in Aeschylus' tragedy: the son kills the murderer
and his mother as well. The other is that of AmJeth of the
Norse saga which Shakespeare knew and made use of: the
son allies himself with the mother and together they kill the
murderer.

These are the two simple answers of the Greek

tragedy and the Norse saga. Even nowacb.ys, as long as the
son's duty to revenge is taken seriously and the woman is
considered a human being, one can only say that there is no
third way and that the mother cannot remain neutral. What
is strange and impenetrable about the behaviour of Shake
speare's Hamlet is that this hero of a revenge drama does
not take either path. He neither kills his mother nor does he
join together with her. Throughout the play it remains
obscure whether the mother was a partner in the murder.
Nevertheless, it would be important, nay, decisive both for
the development of the plot and for the avenger's impulses
and reflections to clarify the question of the mother's guilt.
But this question, which forces itself upon the play from the
beginning to the end and cannot be suppressed, is carefully
evaded, and so remains unanswered.

Besides the participation in the murder, the question
of the queen's guilt raises many others. The nature of the
relationship of the mother with the murderer before the
assassination of the frrst husband has notably been the
object of many debates. Hamlet speaks of 'incestuous sheets'
and sew1S to assume that the queen had already committed
adultery with the murderer before the death of the fust
husband. In his book What Happens in Hamlet. J.D. Wilson
devotes a whole chapter to this question only to reach the
conclusion that there could be no doubt: in Shakespeare's
drama, adultery is taken for granted.' But even that is not
indisputable.

To clarify this essential question.about the mother's
participation in the murder of the father, many Hamlet
scholars have been splitting hairs over all the allusions and
symptoms in the play. Each and every word, each and every
gesture. and also in particular, the play within the play,
meant to help unmask the criminal, have been examined with
the magnifying glass. Some of Hamlet's interpreters hold
the queen for the true murderess. In the play within the
play, the queen says: 'A second time I kill my husband dead
when second husband kisses me in bed." During the noc
turnal explanation between Hamlft and his mother. while
thinking that he has killed the king, Hamlet realizes that it
was Polonius who stood behind the curtain, and his mother
exclaims: 'Oh what a rash and bloody deed is this!' To which
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Hamlet replies:

A bloody deed. Almost 8S bad, good mother
As kill a king and marry with his brother.

The Queen horrified repeats:'As kill a king?'and Hamlet con
fll'ms:'Ay, lady, it was my word' (IIl.iv.20-JO). One may
associate this strange dialogue and particularly the words
'kill a king' with Hamlet's intention to kill King Claudius and
not Polortius. This passage, however, may equally be
interpreted as if Hamlet had been saying that his mother had
killed King Hamlet and married the murderer.

This interpretation. according to which the queen is
the true murderess has been ardently defended, and in par
ticular by my friend Albrecht Erich GUnther, deceased in
1942. Josef Kohler, the philosopher and law historian,
states in his book Shakespeare vor clem Forum def Juris
prudenz (Shakespeare before the Tribunal of Jurisprudence]
that the mother is incontestably· an accomplice in the mur
der. I GOthers. to the extent they raise the question of the
mother, deny any guilt or complicity on her part in the
murder. For the audience that follows the performance of
the play on the stage and has no time for psychological,
philological or juridical analyses, this decisive point remains
obscure, and au the researchers have only confirmed this
obscurity whenever they did not amplify it. Nevertheless,
every dramaturge or stage director who mounts the play
must grapple with it somehow. He has the possibility of
suggesting different albeit contradictory responses to his
audiences, because what Hamlet does in the drama acquires
different meanings, depending on the presumed guilt or in
nocence of the mother. And yet: in some three hundred
years' time no consensus has been reached on this issue.
That is so because an obscurity, strange indeed but obvi
ously planned and deliberate, wrapped the issue.

Three different editions of Shakespeare's Hamlet are
available: one, the Quarto of 1603, another the Quarto of
1604-1605, and a third, the Folio of 1623. 11 In the 1603
edition, there is a scene (IV. vi) from which it may be
inferred that the mother has been informed of the revenge
and that she ioins together with her son against her ses:9nd
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husband. It is absent from all subsequent editions. In each
case, the son's revenge begins on a strangely narrowed
order for the task. The ghost of the murdered father
describes the murder and the murderer in a most terrifying
way (Madariaga fmds it 000 terrifying 00 be an exagger
ation, a macabre complaint). The father's ghost conjures the
son to avenge the murder, odious and against nature, but
then point blank adds a restriction, according to which the
mother must be spared (I.v.85-86):

Taint not thy mind not Jet thy soul contrive
Against thy mother aught.

The mother should be left 00 her own remorse. Strange
drama of revenge, indeed! While later on, in her chamber,
Hamlet makes too violent an appeal to his mother's con
science (lIl.iv), the ghost reappears suddenly, reiterateS the
revenge task and simultaneously exhorts indulgence for the
mother (1li.iv.110-115). Thus the mother is carefully
excluded from this task of revenge, in other words, from
the dramatic core of the play.

We set aside all the traditional juridical explanations
that work in terms of patriarchate or matriarchate, as well
as those psychoanalitical explanations that work in terms of
maternal and paternal complexes. Such explanations use the
play only to illustrate general theories. On the other hand,
whenever the drama is staged in its concrete form and with
its text as such. free of pre-established concepts, one
becomes very soon aware that something in it is occulted
and avoided out of objective considerations, tact, or out of
fear. In other words, we find ourselves before a taboo
which the playwright simply observed and which constrained
him to place the question of the mother's Suilt or absence of
it between brackets, although both morally and dramatically
it rests at the core of the revenge drama. Even in the
famous scene of the play within the play (Ill.il), which
depicts the murder accurately and is meant to show it to the
murderer, the queen at least in the current text is excluded
from any participation in the murder by the evidence. as
well as from unnatural reasons.

It cannot be said that the author of the play Hamlet

15
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has evaded this delicate issue out of sympathy for or cour
tesy towards women. In this matter, Shakespeare is usually
quite straightforward and does not shy away from coarse
ness. He does not practise the cult of the lady and does not
hesitate to call by its name the guilt or innocence of any
woman. His women are no Weimaz: ladies like Goethe's
Princess Leonore or Iphigenia; nor are they Schillerian
characters like Thekla or Bertha. It is enough to recall the
women in Rjchard 111 or King Lear, Lady Macbeth and even
Ophelia in Hamlet. Hamlet's mother has in no way been
created in order to be left alone because of her delicacy and
sensitivity. To her Hamlet's words are true dagger stabs. as
he himself admits (W.li.387).

Why then just in the case of Hamlet's mother. the
question of guilt - essential as regards the murder and the
completion of the task -is prudently evaded? Why isn't her
full innocence at least established? Had the author not been
tied to certain (acts but truly free to invent, it would have
been enough (or him to show the real things as they were.
That he did not pronounce himself either way testifies to a
prevalent cause for fear and prudence, that is, a genuine
taboo. It makes a particular impression on the tragedy, and
the revenge, which 'constitutes its objective action, loses the
simple assurance that is apparent both in the Greek tragedy
and in the Norse saga.

r can' mention by name this wholly real taboo. It
regards Queen Mary Swart of Scotland. Her husband Henry
Lord Darnley, James' father, was assassinated in a horrible
way by the Earl of Bothwell in February 1566. In May, the
same year, Mary Stuart married that very Earl of Bothwell.
the murderer of her husband. Hardly three months after the
assassination. Thus one may rightly talk of an unseemly and
suspicious haste. To what extent had Mary Swart taken part
in the murder of her husband, or perhaps had been its
instigator, that question has not been clearly answered to
this day, and still remains controversial. Mary proclaimed
her full innocence and her friends, especially the Catholics,
believed her. On the other hand. her enemies. and above all
the Protestant Scotland, England and all of Queen Eliza
beth's partisans were convinced that Mary had been the true
instigator of the murder. This whole affair became a
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frightening scandal in Scotland as in England. Nonetheless,
why was it a taboo for the author of Hamlet in his own
time? Hadn't the terrible scandal been debated publicly by
both sides for decades on end, and by both with a fanatical
ardour?

The taboo is perfectly explained by the time and the
location of the composition of Shakespeare's Hamlet. and of
its first performance between 1600 and 1603 in London. It
was the time when everybody was awaiting the death of the
old Queen Elizabeth of England. while her successor was
still undecided. They were years of extreme tension and in
certiwde for the whole of England. Besides the general
instability of the age - civil wars and stale wars between
Catholics and Protestants throughout Europe, religious and
political persecutions of. all kinds - Hngland was experi
encing the tension caused by the issue of the succession to
the crown. The old Queen Elizabeth had reigned forty years.
She held an impressive political power in her hands but had
no heir of her own and was postponing the nomination of a
successor. Nobody dared to talk about that delicate situation
openly. An Englishman who did talk had his hand cut off in
pwlishment. The queen did not want to hear 'funeral tolls'.
But under cover. everybody was talking and the various
groups and parties were betting on different candidates.
Some on a French prince. others on a Spanish. and still
others on a cousin of the queen, Arbella Stuart. The fact
that the famous navigator Sir Walter Raleigh had taken sides
in favour of Arbella Stuart against James was not
overlooked when he was executed. in 1618.

Shakespeare and his troupe were the servants of the
Earls of Essex and Southampton. Their group was betting
on James, Mary Stuart's son, as the prospective heir to the
the throne, and was being oppressed and persecuted politic
ally at the time. The Earl of Southampton, a Catholic. was
sentenced to death but not executed. Whereas the Earl of
Essex, an ancient favourite and perhaps even lover of the
queen, was executed on 2S February 1601, on the old
queen's order, and his assets were confiscated. Shake
speare's troupe had to quit London and play in the prov
ince. Explicit allusions to it are made by Rosencrantz as
preamble to the players' scene (1l.ii.336-342, 350-364).
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Elizabeth died on 23 March 1603.
As soon as he acceded to the throne in 1603, James

pardoned the Earl of Southampton and returned to the Earl
of Essex's widow the assets of her executed husband.
Shakespeare's company was once more allowed to play in
London and before the Court. Together with some other
actors, Shakespeare was named Groom of His Majesty's
Chamber, awarded the title of King's Man and allowed to
wear the Lord Chamberlain's badge.

In those critical years between 1600 and 1603, all
the' hopes of the group to which Shakespeare belonged were
for James, Mary Stuart's son. In 1603, James became de
facto Elizabeth's successor to the English throne. the direct
successor of the queen who sixteen years before had his
mother executed. James had always shown himself circum
spect vis-A-vis Elizabeth in order not to compromise his
chances of succession. Neverthdes8, he did not deny his
mother, Mary Stuart. He revered her memory and did not
permit anybody to cast suspicion on or slander her. In his
book Basilicon Doran (1599), he binds his son solemnly and
touchingly always to honour the memory of that queen .

It was thus that the taboo in question was imposed
on the author of Hamlet. the tragedy. With hindsight,
James, Mary Stuart's son, whose succession to the throne
had been anticipated. could not be imputed the mother's
guilt for the murder of the father. On the other hand, the
audience of the play, as well as all of Protestant England and
London in particular, were convinced of her guilt. With
hindsight that public could not in any way assume her
innocence. Thus, in those circumstances, the issue of guilt
had to be prudently circumvented. But the action of the
drama had to be hemmed in and so became confused. A
terrifying reality shed a faint light through the masks and
costumes of a theatre play. No interpretation, whether
philological. philosophical or aesthetical, however subtle, can
change that.

18

THE 0IARACl1!R OF THE AVENGI!R

The taboo of the queen is an important irruption of
historical reality into Shakespere's Hamlet. Alongside this
taboo, there is a second irruption, even more imporlant. It
is the transformation of the avenger into· a mdancholic en
tangled into his own musings. The hero of the revenge
drama, the avenger himself, becomes so problematic that
nobody until now has been able to define his character and
his actions once for all. Nowhere in Shakespeare can an
explanation be found of Hamlet's singular inaction. The
hero's character is amenable to countless antinomies. to
countless conjectures and interpretations but not one
straight answer.

We start from the premiss that for us Hamlet is
chiefly a stage hero, a mask, and not a historical person
nage. The Shakespearean scholars, who hold onto the idea
that we are dealing with a play and nothing else. come
nonetheless to the conclusion that Hamlet's character has
not been left in suspense accidentally. Robert Bridges
writes: 'Why there has been such question whether Hamlet
was mad or only feigning, unless it was Shakespeare's
design to make and leave it doubtful?' I 2 And he goes on to
suggest that Shakespeare drew him as such purposefuHy to
dude analysis. Keats. the great poet, thought that Shake
speare had instinctively left the question open-ended. John
Dover Wilson discusses this issue in his book, in the
distinctive section entitled 'Hamlet's Make-up', and con
cludes that whether intentionally or instinctivdy. the result
is that suspense which shares in the genius of the work. In
his essay 'Hamlet and His Problems', T.S. Eliot writes:
'Hamlet. like the sonnets, is full of some stuff that the
writer could not drag to light, contemplate, or manipulate
into art... '. I )

Whether the author was unable to bring something
to light from any consideration, or cfid not want to, either
intentionally or instinctively, is an issue in itself. Undoubt
edly for some reason or other. something remains an open
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question. The three above-mentioned authorities on Shake
speare, T.S. Eliot, Robert Bridges and John Dover Wilson,
pay too much attention to the author's subjectivity and too
little to the objective circumstances from which the drama
had grown. To speculate about the author's subjectivity
would be as sterile as the countless conjectures about
Hamlet's illness and character. The circumstances become
clear as soon as one considers the play as its text and
contents present themselves, and reflects on the concrete
situation in which it was created. Then it becomes apparent
that a piece of historical reality irrupted into the drama, as
did the queen's guilt, influencing Hamlet's character, a
contemporary figure which for Shakespeare as for his
patrons, players and spectators was simply on hand, present
in the very depths of the play. In other words, Hamlet the
stage character flows over the limits of his mask. Intention
ally or instinctively, facts and traits, characteristic of the
circums~ces in which the drama was created, were built in
it, while against Hamlet. the stage protagonist, another
figure has been propped. The spectators of the time saw
him too when they saw Hamlet. Otherwise, the longest and
the most difficult of all Shakespeare's works would not have
been also the most popular play. We too are still able to
recognize the other character. unless we are blind-folded by
~e dogmas of a certain philosophy of art.

Shakespeare's Hamlet has been conceived as a re
venge drama. The avenger, the hero of this revenge drama,
in other words, the decisive character, has been rendered
problematic in an unimaginable manner by its author him
self. This amazing avenger has rightly become famous not
as a revenge-seeker but the opposite, as a problematic
character, subject to doubt and ill-assured of his avenging
task. It is only by rendering the avenger problematic that
Shakespeare's play has become what it is for us nowadays,
that is something utterly different from a typical revenge
drama. The avenging task as much as the impulse to take
revenge are deflected by the avenger's reflections which are
not limited to the practical ways and means of an
unproblematic vengeance, but makes of it an issue both
ethical and dramatic. The protagonist of the revenge play,
the very avenger and perpetrator. undergoes an inner
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change of character and motivation, both as mien and
dramatic figure. We may talk of the Hamletization of the
avenger.

In two great monologues, this Hamlet spurs himself
on to action with violent reproaches. The ghost of the
murdered father makes its second appearance in order to
'whet thy almost blunted purpose' (lII.iv.ll1). In the first
half of the play up to the middle of the Third Act, this
peculiar avenger does practically nothing else about his
avenging task but to set up the theatre performance con
ceived as a mousetrap - the rightly celebrated play within
the play, of which more will be said later on - in order to
convince himself that the ghost of his murdered father is no
devil from hell (lI.ii.590-601). The Amleth of the Norse
saga, which Shakespeare made use of, does not need any
apparition to sununon him to vengeance. The Nordic Amleth
does not question himself. Of course he feigns the madman
as does Shakespeare's Hamlet, but in utter contrast to the
latter, he is not a doubter but a practical activist who
reaches straight for the goal which he has set for himself.
The Amleth of the Norse saga is a born-avenger, a true
berserker, driven by his instinct of revenge. As Lilian
Wistan.ley says it so well, it is somewhat paradoxical that
the· hero of a revenge play is a modern Hamlet. crushed and
ensnared by his reflections. This astonishing alteration of
the avenging type, this deviation and breach in the character
of the hero of a revenge drama, this highly surprising
conversion to weakness through reflection is understandable
only when taking into account the historical circumstances
of the 1600-1603 interval, and their central fliure, King
James.

I do not claim that Shakespeare's Hamlet is a carbon
copy of King James. Such a facsimile would be no1.only un
artistic but also politicaUy impossible. Many historical and
political allusions to contemporary events may be detected
in Hamlet. as in other plays by Shakespeare. and they have
often been examined by the Shakespearean exegesis. But a
judicious interpretation of Hamlet needs to differentiate be
tween several kinds and levels of contemporary influences.
Otherwise one runs the risk of placin, on the same plane
countless ephemeral allusions and essential perceptions.
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In Shakespeare's works, there are indeed thousand allusions
and understatements which nowadays are hardJy comprehen
sible and which need not be understood. They are occasional
references and accessories to contemporary people and
events, of adjustments and consequences, instantly under
stood by contemporaries, but which no longcr caught any
attention several years later.

From among the many instances of this kind, I shall
recall three examples of simple allusions, to illustrate my
statement, all taken from Hamlet: one of them is well
known, the others. Jess so. In Act IV.iv.18-20 of Hamlet.
an allusion, understandable only to the English audience of
the time. is made about the sand dunes of Ostende that had
been heroically defended by the English against the Span
iards in 1601. Less known is the fact that James I's
coronation in July 1603 is mentioned in Act I of Hamlet, in
Laertes' speech justifying his return from France to the
Court, for the coronation of King Claudius (Lii.53). The
coronation is mentioned for the first time in Q2 but it is not
to be found in QI, 1 .. a fact that confirms the reference to
the July 1603 coronation. The third example, on the other
hand, is of the suppression of a passage for reasons of its
actuality. In his 'To be or not to be' monologue (I1I.i.56ff),
Hamlet reviews various reasons for comitting suicide. In
QJ, among those reasons one still finds 'a tirants rsigne',
which was edited out in Q2 because James was sharp-eared
and Quite touchy in that respect,

Such allusions have something accessory about them.
Most are of interest only from the point of view of literary
history, Not the same may be said about another kind of
incidents which may be described as true reflections, A con
temporary person or event acts in a drama as before a
mirror and projects on it an image with its own lines and
colours. 1

5 That effect occurs also in Hamlet: the influence
exerted by the personality and destiny of the Earl of Essex.
Since Malone, one has repeatedly shown that Horatio's de
parting words on the death of HamJet (V.ii.364-36S)I 'are
those uttered by Essex on the scaffold before his execu
tion. ' 'In his Essential Shakespare, a specialist like John
Dover Wilson goes so far as to sustain that with his melan
choly and other characteristic features, the Earl of Essex
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might have been the model for Hamlet if there ever existed
one. I 'Moreover, for the frontispiece of his own edition of
Hamlet (Cambridge UniversitY Press, 1934), J.D. Wilson
chose a 1594 portrait of the Earl of Essex over any other

illustration.
It seems to me that this undoubtedly strong influ-

ence, irradiating from the Barl of Essex's personality and
fate, affects the latter half of the drama, beginning after the

. murderer is unmasked. This latter part is less a revenge
drama as it is a close, life-and-death fight. between Hamlet
and King Claudius. It goes without saying that King James
could not supply the model for Hamlet's death. The arrest
and execution of Essex were likely to become more topical
even in their details, while the group to which Shakespeare
belonged had been deeply affected by them. Thus traits of
the Earl of Essex' character and fate were woven into an
image otherwiSe influenced by the personality of James.
That is not unusual as a dramatic device, because as Egan
Vietta would say, such works destined for the stage provide
a kind of 'oniric framework'. 1 It As in dreams people and
realities run into one another, so too, pictures and flgUI'es,
situations and events blend dream-like on the stage. Never
theless, at the end of the play, an allusion to the flTst scene
reappearS and it is not a reflection but an understatement.
The dying Hamlet nominates Fortinbras his successor and
lends him his voice, his dying voice (V.ii.361).:1 °Obviously
it had its political implications: it fWlctioned as an appeal
before James' accession to the throne, and as an homage
after the enthronement, and it is in this sense that it was
understood at the time. 2 1

Besides these fleeting allusions and true mirror re
flections, the historical present exerted a third kind of
impact at a higher level: through the true irruptions that
determined the strucror.e of the work. They are neither
frequent nor ordinary, but their repercussions are more
forceful and profound for that matter. That is also true of
the participation of Mary Stuart in the assassination of
James' father and the transformation of the figure of the
avenger, as far as King James was concerned. This trans
formation lends· the revenge drama its peculiar character
with which nowadays we associate Hamlet'S name.
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The powerful reflection emanating from the life and
death of the Bar! of Essex and affecting the play is not of
the kind that would make us think of two Hamlets, so to
speak. the HamIet-James of the first part and the Hamlet
Essex of the second. On the contrary. in this play, the
superiority of the true irruption over the simple reflection
becomes manifest however veridic !.he latter may be. In its
general outline, the drama HsmJet remains a revenge play,
its backdrop being the murder of the father and the
mother's marriage to the murderer. Consequently, Hamlet
James remains its protagonist as the problems of the
avenger in the play emerge from the contemporary presence
of the son of Mary Stuart. Of course, !.he philosophizing
and theologizing King James embodies all the aspects of the
schism of his era, the century of quarrels and wars of reli
gion. It is this otherwise puulina detraction, which the fate
and the character of the Barl of Essex add to, that sets:
apart Shakespeare's Hamlet from all the other types of
avenger, what in short leads to the Hamletization of the
revenge-seeker. Here the relationship between the historical
present and tragedy emerges into broad daylight.

The unhappy lineage of the Stuarts, from which
James descended, has been entangled deeper than others in
the destiny of that European religious schism. James' father
was murdered; his mother married the murderer; she in
turn was put to death; James' son, Charles I, was beheaded
too; a grandson was dethroned and died in exile. Thus two
Stuarts were beheaded, and of seventeen sovereigns bearing
the name of Stuart, only eight reached the age of
flfty. 2 2 James I is one of them, and also one of the Stuarts
who died a natural death while still a king. Nevertheless, his
life had been mangled and endangered enough. When only
one and a half years old he was crowned Iring. Each and
every party tried to get hold of his person. He was kid
napped, abducted, imprisoned, captured and threatened with
death. Often, during his childhood and youth, he would
spend the night fully dressed, ready to flee if he had to. He
was baptized a Catholic but was snatched from his mother
and brought up a Protestant by his mother's enemies. His
mother, Mary Stuart, died professing her Roman-Catholic
religion. Her son had to ally himseH with the Protestants in
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order not to forfeit his Scottish throne. He had to maintain
good relations with Queen Elizabeth, the mortal enemy of
his ,mother, in order to be able to win the English throne.
Thus he was literally catapulted from his mother's womb
into the chasm of his era. It is no wonder that he grew to
become shrewd and dissembling, and learnt to outwit his
enemies. But he would also show unbelievable courage and
be prone to outbursts of violence.

This unhappy son who struggled hard to assert
bimself as the heir of an unhappy lineage, between his
Catholic mother and her Protestant enemies, between plot
ting princely courts and the cliques of querulous nobles,
between priests and preachers in fanatical debate, was a
great reader and a writer of books, keen on subtle conver
sations and ingenious formulations, a celebrated author and
debater in a centurY of theological controvendes and dis
putes. In 1597 he wrote a demonology in which he posed
the question ·of apparitions in the same manner as Shake
speare in Hamlet. What pushes Hamlet to doubting and
inaction is the paralysing question whether his father's
ghost was a devil from hell or not. That question is con
aete and meaningful only in the context of the opposition
between the Catholic and the Protestant demonologies of the
time. 2 3 But in his books and controversies, James was
above all an ardent defender of the king's divine right. That
too is apparent in Shakespeare's plays, and particularly in
HMnlet. 2. James crossed "spades in an important but utterly
unfruitful controversy about the king's divine right with
famous Jesuits such as Cardinal BcIlannine and the neo
Thomist Francisco Suarez, both more modem than he.
Truth to say, the divine right of kings was the issue of his
life, the problem of his own existence. As a matter of fact,
it was for him a right made sacred by blood, which was the
privilege of kings elevated to the crown by way of legitimate
SUec:esSiOD, a privilege denied to usurpers. Thus James'
theories were in agreement with his existence: his material
being was mangled but his conscience was neither darned
nor patched. 2 S

Certainly his ideological position was simply hopelss.
Catholics and Protestants, Jesuits, Calvinists and Puritans,
and particularly the dangerous rationalist sceptics discarded
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actors. But in this play of a genius, the dream and the hope
had already died out and the figure of Hamlet had entered
the world and history, and the myth started on its way.
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not only his theories but also his image. The propaganda
spread by his political enemies has made of him a loathome.
half-mad pedant. a ridiculous pot belly on stick-like legs,
with a hanging tongue and the eyes of a duUard. Never
theless. he has also found some intelligent defenders.
Among them Isaac Disraeli. the father of the famous
Benjamin Disraeli. deserves special mention, because he has
revealed the political intention behind the caricature. Had
James I won a single great victory on the battlefield.
Disraeli remarked. he would have enjoyed as much respect
as author as did Frederick the Great. But the unsavoury
image has survived him to this day. In his history of the
English revolution, published in 1952, Michael Freund. a
historian from Kid, keeps making of James a grotesque
figure, but is obliged to admit nonetheless that despite his
weak will. James has seen more clearly than most of his
con~raries.2'

The distorted image of this kiDg is an annoying
obstacle to the understanding of his connection with Shake
speare's Hamlet and dissuades most of the Shakespearean
scholars from accepting it. 2 "Yet a fact remains recogniz
able; the transformation of the typical revenge-seeker can
only be explained by taking into consideration the historical
presence of King James. In times of religious schisms, the
world and its history lose their established forms, and a
series of human problems becomes visible, on the basis of
which no purely aestheticaJ consideration is any longer
capable of producing the hero of a revenge drama. The
historical reality is stronger than any aesthetics, and also
stronger than the most original subject. A king who by his
character and destiny was himself the product of the
dismemberment of his era was present in his concrete
existence there, under the nose of the author of the
tragedy. Shakespeare and his friends were betting on the
chance that James would become the heir to the throne; he
was their hope and their dream in a desperate moment of
crisis and catastrophe. John Dover Wilson is right to say
that the Elizabethan era came to an end with the execution
of the Earl of Essex on 2S February 1601, and with it, . the
finest and truest world around Shakespeare crwnbled. James
I disappointed the expectations of the poets and of the
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TIlE SOURCE OF TIlE 'ffiAGIC

Hardly have we identified the two irruptions of the
contemporary age into the drama, the Queen'S guilt and the
figure of the avenger, that we light upon the last question.
and the most difficult: is it permissible to include historical
details into the contemplation of a work of art? Where is
the tragedy to seek the tragic events on which it Jives?
What is in this sense, generally speaking, the souret of the
tragic?

To raise the question in such general terms is quite
discouraging. At frrst, the difficulty appears as a technical
problem. The scientific fields and disciplines have reached an
extreme limit of specialization. Thus the literary historians
work with a different material, and set about their task
quite differently than the political historians. Accordingly,
Shakespeare and his HamJet belong to the area of the liter
ary historians, while Mary Stuart and James belong to the
sphere of the political historians. That is the reason why it
is hard for Hamlet and. James to get together. The moat is
too deep. For literary historians the source of a drama is its
literary source, that is either an earlier author, a forerun
ner, or a book, Plutarch, for instance, whom Shakespare
used to a degree for his own Julius Caesar, or the Norse
saga by Saxo Grammaticus for his Hamlet, in their literary
adaptations of the 16th century.

Another difficulty raises from a still prevailing
aesthetics and philosophy of art. Here we are not going to
discuss their place in the division of labour. Whatever that
may be, the philosophers of art and the professors of aes
thetics tend to regard the work of art as self-sufficient,
detached from historical or sociological reality, to be under
stood on its own terms. To refer a great work of art to the
political era of its creation seems to them a way of
disturbing the purely aesthetical beauty and of degrading the
value of the artistic form itself. As a result, the source of
the tragic rests in the poet's power of free and sovereign
creation.
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We are facing here trenchant distinctions and radical
separatit;ms, barriers and boundaries set by opposite
methodologies, well-established value systems, which only
acknowledge their own passports and affidavits, accept only
their own visas, and do not grant to anybody else the right
of entrance or of transit. Nevertheless. let us try to stay
away from these dangerous fragmentations and find a better
way as we examine Shakespeare's Hamlet, while remaining
aware that performances rooted in our German academic
and cultural tradition only multiply the difficulties.

The Poet's Freedom of Invention

We in Germany have been used to regard poets as
people of genius who create by drawing from any source
they wish. The cult of the genius, which the 18th-century
Storm and Thunder movement forged for itself, has simply
become with respect to Shakespeare's alleged free will a
creed of the philosophy of art in Germany. As a result, the
poet's freedom of invention becomes the safeguard of artis
tic freedom in general and a stronghold of subjectivity. Why
should the artist not exploit artistically what he wants to
and in the way he wants it, when his genius drives him? In
other words, his own experiences or those of others, his
readings from books or from newspapers. He seizes the
material and by the same stroke he carries it over into the
altogether different sphere of the beautiful, where questions
of history and sociology become tactless and in bad taste.
The ancient poetics talked of 'poetic licence'. In Germany we
translate it into 'poet's freedom', seeing in it an expression
of the sovereignty of the poet as genius.

Moreover, our aesthetical concepts are generally
determined by lyrical poetry more than by drama. When
ever poetry is the subject of discussion we think of a lyrical
poem rather than of a theatre piece. Nonetheless, the
relation of the lyrical poem to poetical experience is entirely
different from the relation of tragedy to its mythical or
contemporary source. Under this aspect, the lyrical poem
has no source: it has its origins in a subjective experience.
One of our greatest poets, and one of the most attentive to
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its formal aspects, Stefan George, talks of it in general
terms: through art. experience is subjected to such a trans
formation that it becomes insignificant for the artist
himself, while for all the others, knowledge of the experi
ence brings about more confusion than enlightenment. 2 •

That is indeed accurate as regards lyrical poetry, and it
gives the lie to the pedants who garnish Goethe's love
poems with his erotic experiences. The freedom of inven
tion, which grants the lyric poet such a leeway from reality,
cannot be carried over to other kinds and forms of poetic
creation. To the lyric poet's subjectivity corresponds a kind
of freedom of invention that is different from that which
suits the objectivity of the epic poet, and even more so in
the case of the dramatist.

We in Germany have an idea of the dramatist that
understandably is derived from the model offered by our
classics. Our great dramatic poets, Lessing, Goethe,
Scltiller, Grillparzer and Hebbel wrote their dramas as books
to be printed. They would sit at their desks or stand before
their lecterns as literary home workers and would deliver
clean copy to a book publisher, ready for the printers, in
return for a fee. Here the words home woders have
nothing pejorative abOut them. They only convey an im
portant sociological fact relevant to the problem that
concerns us here and indispensable within the framework of
our argumentation. Shakespeare's plays, on the other hand,
were composed in a different way altogether. Shakespeare
did not write his playS for posterity but for his London
public in the flesh and close by. In reality, not once can it
be said that he wrote them. He put them together for real
addressees of flesh and blood. Not ooe of Shakespeare's
plays counted upon a public that had read the text in
advance of the performance they came to see and had
already known it in book-form.

All the so-called notions of art and work of art, of
play and dramatist are intrinsic to our German academic and
cultural tradition that prevents us from looking unbiased at
Shakespeare and his work. Let us put aside the quarrels
over Shakespeare the man. One thing is certain: he was not
the home worker type, bent on manufacturing book-form
dramas. His plays were composed in direct contact with the

London court, the London audience and the London actors.
To refer willingly or unwillingly to contemporary people and
events was quite natural, whether as simple allusions or true
reflections. That was unavoidable in a period of political
tension and anxiety. We have been going through that in
our times, too, and regarding contemporary topics, a for
mula that has become routine since 1954/1955 comes easily
to mind: All the characters and incidents in this work are
fictitiousj any resemblance with persons and events of the
last few years is purely fortuitous.

Please do not misunderstand me: I have no intention
to place on the same plane the author of the Shakespearean
Hamlet and today's producers of films and topical plays.
Still, the analogy with reference to the day's politics is
instructive, and Shakespeare too is unlikely to have hesi
tated, when necessary, to add that formula as a preamble to
any of his plays.

All this is important not only for the psychology and
the sociology of the dramatic author but also for the con
cept of drama. as well as for our question about the source
of the tragic events. It is here in fact that the limitations of
the free invention on the part of every dramatic author
become clear. A playwright, whose works are meant for
inunediate performance before an audience well known to
him, nods himself not only in a mutual rapport both
psychologically and sociologically with this audience, but
also sharing a common public space. By their material pres
ence, the spectators assembled in the house form a public
space that brings together the author, the stage director,
the actors and the very audience. in an all-inclusive way.
The attending public must understand the action of the play,
otherwise, if they cannot follow it, the common public space
dissolves or turns into a mere theatre scandal.

This kind of public space sets a permanent limit to
the dramatist's freedom of invention. What makes the ob
servation of this limit requisite is the fact that the audience
no longer follows what is going on on the stage whenever
the action departs too much from what the public knows
and expects, and so becomes incomprehensible or absurd.
The spectator's knowledge is an essential factor of the
theatre. The audience must also be capable of dreaming
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together with the author those dreams which he weaves into
his play. with all their abridgements and alterations of
recent events. The freedom of invention proper to the lyric
poet is a thing in itself. and so is that of the epic poet and
of the novelist. The playwright's subjectivity and his delight
in fabulation have a clear and precise limit determined by
the knowJedge which lhe audience conunands as it follows
the performance, and by the public space created by this
presence. 2 •

Here. though, one should not allow oneself to be
prevailed upon by the apparently limitless freedom which
Shakespeare shows with regard to his literary sources. This
freedom is great indeed, and the arbitrariness with which he
exploited his sources may lead to the cOnclusion that he was
'most deeply anti-historical' . .3 0 His freedom on the brim of
the arbitrary regarding his literary sources is but the
reverse side of an ever finner relationship with his London
audience, present in the flesh and aware of certain contem
porary realities. In the historical plays, which presuppose a
certain amount of knowledge about past history, that know
ledge is put to work differently than in the plays referring
to current events. The historical playS call the characters
and the events by names' known to the public and arouse
certain representations and anticipations with which the
playwright works. Apropos of the spectator's knowledge of
history, one may quote the following from Jean Paul:

A known historical personality. such as for instance,
Socrates or Caesar, makes his entrance like a prince, when
the poet calls biro. and is the basis of his cognito. In such
cases. a name is a multitude of situations. ~ ,

It works differently, though the efficacy does not suffer,
when a personality of the historical present enters the stage
under another name but otherwise easily recognizable by the
spectators. The transparent incognito intensifies the specta
tors' tension and participation to the extent they are in the
know about the reality. That was exactly the case of
HamIet-James of which we are talking here.
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Play and the Tragic

Not only is the spectators' knowledge an essential
factor of the theatre and not only do they consider the rules
of diction and acting but the theatre itself is essentially play.
The theatre piece is not only played when it is staged, it is
in itself but a game. Shakespeare's works in particular are
genuine theatre games, whether comic or tragic. The game
has its own sphere and c.ontrives its own space inside which
a considerable freedom rules both as regards the literary
material and the circumstances that were prevalent during
the composition of the work. In this way a play-space of
its own and a special play-time emerge. That makes possible
the fiction of an effectively rounded, self-contained process
that is cut from the outside. That is also the reason why
Shakespeare's works may be staged as games and without
any side-glance or regard for any historical, philosophical
or allegorical references. ~ 'That is true also of Hamlet, the
tragedy. In Hamlet too everything is a game, as are its main
scenes. Otto Ludwig has already pointed this out and
underlined in his essays on drama. ~ ~

I do not claim that anyone is likely to think of James
when seeing Hamlet on the stage. Nor would I measure
Shakespeare's Hamlet by the historical James or the other
way round. It would be foolish to allow oneself to be dis
tracted from the play by historical recollections while
watching a well-acted performance. But we must draw a
distinction between tragic play and tragedy. ~ •Unfortunately
we have got into the habit of using the word tragedy for
tragic play [TrauerspielJ. and so we have wiped out the dif
ferences between them. Shakespeare's dramas that end in
the death of the protagonist are called tragedies, and the
play Hamlet is subtitled •tragical1 historic' aT tragedy.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to distinguish between
tragic play and tragedy and separate them, so that the
specific quality of the tragic should not be lost and the
seriousness of the authentically tragic should not disappear.
Nowadays there is an utensive philosophy and even a
theology of the ludic. But there has also continuously been a
true piety which considers itself and its existence on earth
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dependent on God, as God's game, according to the Pro
testant hymn:

All things with their beginnings and their
ends repose on Him,

What man accomplishes is God's great game.

Following in the steps of the Cabbalists, Luther has spoken
of the game which God plays several houTS each day with
Leviathan. A Lutheran theologian, Karl Kindt has defIned
Shak.espeare's drama as a 'Wltlenberg piece' and made of
Hamlet 'one of God's players'.) 'Theologians of both con
fessions quote a passage from the Bible, taken from
Solomon's Proverbs. 8.30-31: 'While He was laying the
groundwork of the Earth, I was at work near Him, and
every day I had my delights playing endlessly in His
presence; and I played aD his ground.' In the Vulgate that is
rendered as ludens in orbe terrarum {playing in the world].
I cannot interPret this obscure passage here. nor do I wish
to discuss the relationship of the ecclesiastical Iithurgy and
of its offering with such profound a concept of play. What
ever it may be, Shakespeare's drama has nothing to do with
the ecclesiasticallithurgy. Nor is it more ecclesiastical when
it takes place within a framework determined by state
sovereignty, as in the case of the French classical theatre.
The thought that God plays with us may raise us to an
optimistic theadicy as much as cast us into the abyss of
desperate irony or bottomless agnosticism. So let us set this
issue aside.

Particularly in German, the word play (Spiel] has
countless shades and opens up as many possibibilities of
contradictory use. Someone striking the strings of a violin
with a bow, blowing into a flute. or beating a drum would
say that he is playing as he follows the hand-written or
printed score of his or her part. Whoever tosses a ball or
kicks a football according to certain rules of the game is
also said to be playing. Little children and the liveliest pussy
cats are playing with a concentration that sets them apart,
and what makes their playing so exciting is precisely the
fact that they do not follow established rules in their playing
but do it in all their freedom. Thus everything. from the
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work of the almighty and omniscient God to the activity of
unreasoning creatures and its opposite, may be brought
under the notion of play.

Faced by so many ambiguities we stop at the fact
that at least for us, poor humans, play implies the radical
negation of the earnest. ) • The tragic ends where play-acting
begins, eveo if the play is meant to make us cry. a sorrow
ing play for a wretched audience, a deeply moving sad play.
It is impossible to overlook the fact that the tragic is not
compatible with play-acting, particularly in the case of
Shakespeare's dramas, with their ludic character which is
apparent even in those that are customarily called
tragedies.

The Play within "the Play: Hamlet or Hecuba

According to the already strongly baroque sense of life at
the time - towards 1600 -, the whole world had. become a
stage. a theatrum mundi. theatrurn naturae, theatrum
europaeum, theatrum belli, theatrum fori.)' The active
human being of that era felt as if he were 00 a platform
before an audience, and thought of himself and his activity
along the stage dimensions of his performance. That feeling
of being on a stage had been experienced in other .periods as
well. but during the Baroque era it was exceptionally strong
and widespread. To act in public was to act in a theatre and
consequently, it was a theatre performance.

But no life represents better the play
and the stage

Than the life of those who have chosen
the court as their element.) •

James 1 too had warned his son never to forget that as a
king he would be on the stage and that all the eyes would be
fixed on him.

The Baroque theatralization of life was still elemen
tary and unconfined in Shakespeare's Elizabethan England. It
had not yet been placed within the rigid framework of state
sovereignty. and of the public tranquillity. security and
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order established by the sovereign state. as the theatre of
Corneille and Racine in the France of Louis XIV. Compared
to this classical theatre. Shakespeare's is both on its comic
and on its sad side rough and elementary. barbarian and not
yet political in the then state-inspired sense of the word.·
By its elementary character. his theatre was all the more a
constituting part of contemporary reality, a piece of the
present in a society which by and large perceived its actions
as theatre. and made no special distinction between the
immediacy of a performed play and its own lived actuality.
Society itself was still sitting alongside on the raised
platform. The play on the BlaSe could easily appear as
theatre within the theatre, a live play ....ithin the other, un
mediated play of real life. The mounted play could as such
attain a higher impetus without detaching itself from the
immediate reality of life. Even a twofold impetus was pos
sible, that is the play within the play. a possibility that was
achieved in an astonishing manner in the Third Act. Here
one may talk in fact of the doubling of a triplicate, because
the preceding dumb show, the pantomime, enacts the core
of the tragic events once more.

This play within a play is not just a glance cast
behind the scenery. Above all, it need not be mistaken for
the 'comedian's drama' that made its appearance in the 19th
century in the wake of the social revolution. In the
'comedian's drama,' the scenery is torn to shreds, the mask
is taken off and the comedian steps on the stage, as himself,
in his naked humanity, or as the member of an oppressed
class. That is what Dumas P~re made of Edmund Kean: the
famous Shakespearean actor, turned into the protagonist of
a 19th-century play, a gesture more recently repeated by
Jean Paul Sartre in the 20th century, without any note
worthy difference. 3 I In both instances, that of Dumas and
that of Sartre, a fictitious public space is unmasked on the
stage. in other words. in the public space of its own
theatre. Mask and scenery are as if swept away but only in
the theatre, and as theatre as such. The spectator is
introduced to a psychological problem, individual or social.
~.vpl!~Y,..~ play degenerates into conversation or
-s.. Appendiz 1I:'Oft the 8.I,.b.rlc Cher_r d the Sh......p......D anme';
ll10na with Wah..,. &.nJamlft', Orilln 01 ,ha aarman T,.qic PI..,.
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propaganda. Paraphrasing. a wicked quip of Karl Marx, one
may say that the comedians' emancipation is achieved to the
extent the comedians become heroes and the heroes
comedians.

In Shakespeare's Hamletl the play within the ·play in
the Third Act is no glance cast behind the scenes. One may
talk however of a glance behind the scenes during Hamlet's
encounter with the comedians in the Second Act. The con
versation with the comedians. their deliveries in his
presence and the instructions which he gives them may
serve as a premiss for a true 'comedian's drama'. But when
the two acts are considered together, it is the contrary that
emerges. Those incidents do not serve a 'comedian's drama'
but only the very play within the play. The comedian. who
in Hamlet's presence recites the death of Priam, cries for
Hecuba. But Hamlet does not ay for Hecuba. He discovers
with some amau:ment that there are people who by virtue of
their trade shed tears for things that in the actual reality of
their existence, in their real situation. are indifferent to
them, are of no concern to them at aU. He makes use of
this discovery to hurl violent reproaches at himself, to
reflect upon his own condition and to urge himself to
action, to the accomplishment of his own task.· DOne cannot
imagine Shakespeare WTiting his play with the intention of
identifying Hamlet with Hecuba so as to make us cry for
Hamlet as the comedian has been shedding tears for the
Queen of Troy. But we would effectively cry for Hamlet as
well as for Hecuba, were we to separate the reality of our
present existence from the theatre play. Our tears would be
comedian's tears. We would have no cause and no task, as
we would have given both up in order to gratify our aes
thetic interest in the play. It would be bad because it would
prove that at the theatre we have other gods than in the
market place or in church,

The play within the play in the Third Act of HamJet
is no peep behind the backcloth, but on the contary, it is
the true play itself. replayed in front of the backcloth. It
assumes a core of reality, of an extremely powerful present
and actuality. Otherwise. the redoubling would render the
play increasingly ludic, increasingly improbable and artifi
cial, in other words, less and less true as a play, only to
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become a 'parody of itself' in the end. Only a very hard
. core of reality withstands a doubJe exposure on a stage

positioned on a stage. There are of course many instances
of plays within plays but there is none of a tragedy within
the tragedy. The play within the play in the Third Act of
Hamlet is for that very reason an outstanding piece of evi
dence that a kernel of historical presence and actuality _
the murder of the father of Hamlet-James and the mother's
marriage to the murderer - had the power to enhance the
play as play without for that matter eliminating the tragic.

Our awareness that this play Hamlet. Prince of
Denmark, which never ceases to fascinate us, is not entirely
unravelled as play thus becomes more decisive for our
appreciation of it. It is not a perfect play because it contains
some foreign matter. Its unity of time, place and action is
loose and does not allow for a self-sustaining development.
It has two big openings through which historical time
irrupts into the time of the play, and the invisible stream of
unforeseeable interpretations, ever renewed, of ultimately
insoluble new enigmas, flows into an otherwise genuine
pJay. These two irruptions - the taboo which occults the
Queen's guilt, and the deflection of the avenger as type,
which has led to the HamIetization of the hero _ are two
shadows, two obscure zones. They are not simple
historical-political implications, nor simple allusions or true
mirror-like reflections, but data recorded into the play,
observed by the pJay, and round which it turns timidly.
They disrupt the unintentionality of true play. From the
latter'S perspective, they are a minus, but they have allowed
the stage character of Hamlet to become a genuine myth.
Under this aspect, they are a plus, because they have raised
a mourning play to tragedy.

The Incompatibility of the Tragic with Free Invention

True tragedy, unlike any other form, even unlike the tragic
play, has an extraordinary Quality, all its own, a kind of
surplus value that no other pJay, however accomplished,
attains, or wants to, provided it does not misunderstand
itself. This sW'"plus value lies in the very reality of the tragic
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events, in the enigmatic concatenation and imbrication of
human beings that are incontestably real. It is on it that the
earnestness of the tragic events rests, events that cannot be
object of conjecture or relativiz.ation, and consequently do
not lend themselves to play. All the participants are aware
of an irrevocable reality which no human brain has devised,
but on the contrary. is there, thrust on from the outside.
This irrevocable reality is the dumb rock against which the
play breaks, and the surge of the truly tragic moves
forward in a cloud of foam.

It is the ultimate and unsurpassable border of the
free poetic invention. A poet can and must invent a lot, but
he cannot invent the reality core of a tragic action. We can
weep for Hecuba, one may weep for many things, many
things are sad, but the tragic only arises from an event
which exists as an irreversibJe reality for all the partici
pants: for the author, for the reciter and for the listener. A
contrived fate is no fate. The most ingenious invention
cannot change that. The core of the tragic events, the origin
of the tragic authenticity is irrevocable in this respect: no
mortal can imagine it, no genius can invent it. On the con
trary, the more original the invention, the more elaborate
the structure, the more perfected the machinery, the surer
the destruction of the tragic. In the case of tragedy, the
common public space, which at each performance embraces
the author, the actors and the spectators, does not rest on
rules of diction and acting, collectively acknowledged, but
on the living experience of a common historical reality_

In one of his famous formulations. Nietzsche talks of
tragedy as born from the spirit of music... I It is perfectly
clear, though, that music could not be what we call here the
souret of the tragic events. In a formulation not less
famous, Wilamowitz-Moellendorff has described the Attic
tragedy as a piece of myth or heroic legend.• 2He goes on
to say that in his defUlition, he deliberately insisted on the
mythical origins of tragedy. The myth thus becomes the
source of the Ufagic. Unforumate!y, he does not adhere
consistently to this conclusion. As he advances in his
exposition, the myth becomes sub4taDce in general. and
ultimately a hypothesis, in the sense of a story, as one
would say nowadays, from which the poet 'draws'. Once
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more, then, merely a literary source. Nonetheless, the def
inition is correct to the extent it considers the myth a piece
of the heroic legend, not only the poet's literary source, but
a living common knowledge, embracing poet and audience, a
piece of historical reality in which all the participants are
brought together by their historical existence. Thus the
Attic tragedy is not a free-standing play. In its performance
an element of reality, which is no longer pure play, con
sistently sneeks in, from the actual knowledge of the
audience about the myth. Tragic flgUJ'es such as Orestes,
Oedipus, Heracles, are not invented, but rather a true re
presentation of the figures of a live myth introduced in the
tragedy from the outside and even from a contemporary
outside.

In Schiller's historical drama. the question is raised
differently. One may wonder whether the acquired know
ledge of history expected from the spectators is capable of
creating a common presence and public space. Depending on
the answer, history may be either the source of tragic
events or only the literary source for a tragic drama. I do
not think that knowledge of history may replace the myth.
Schiller's drama is but tragic play, it did not reach the
mythical. It is well known that Schiller pondered this over a
lot, and ultimately developed his own philosophy of drama.
For him art is the domain of independent appearance. It is
in the play that man nrst becomes man; it is in it that he
escapes from his own alienation and attains to his own
dignity. In the light of such a philosophy, the ludic becomes
superior to the earnest by necessity. Life is earnest and art
is cheerful, so be it, but the serious reality of the active
human ends by being only a 'dirty reality', and the earnest
is always only a step from turning into bestial earnest. The
superior and independent sphere of the play may be played
off against both, against the earnest and against life. In the
19th-century Germany, the spectators of Schiller's dramas,
already classical. considered world history a world theatre
and benefited by the performance for their own enrichment,
according to Schiller's lines from his 'Hymn to the Arts':

As you have seen the great play of the world,
You come from it a wealthier self yourself. ~ ,
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In Shakespeare's times, the play was not yet the
sphere of man's innocence nor was it cut off from con
temporary issues. The 16th-century England was far from
the genial cultural gratification of 19th-century Germany.
The play was still part of life, a life indeed full of whim and
grace but not yet 'polite'. It was at the fll'st stage of an
elementary urge from land to sea, of a transition from a
terrestrial to a maritime existence. Pirates and adventurers
such as the Earl of Essex or Sir Walter Raleigh belonged to
the elite. The play was still barbaric and elementary. and
with its horrific yarn did not shy away either from the
street ballad nor from buffoonery.

We have recalled this high-toned philosophical the
ory of the drama as an independent sphere of true humanity
only to provide a counter-illustration. Shakespeare, who is
our concern here. also makes use of historical and literary
sources, but in his historical dramas. his relationship to
history is different from Schiller's. We have already talked
about Shakespeare's apparently anti-historical arbitrariness.
It often happens that in his dramas drawn from English
history, history is no longer a literary source for him but
only a mouthpiece. ShakesPeare'S theatre play is always
harmless theatre and harmless play; it is not encumbered
with philosophical or aesthetical problems. As much as the
avenger in Hamlet. the revenge drama, has been rendered
problematic, Hamlet the drama itself is no attempt to render
it unproblematic through play or to humanize it through art
or through the birth of man in the play. The author of this
untamed theatre play does not shy away from allusions and
reflections, but leaves the authentical irruptions alone. It
happens right in Hamlet that he stumbles on a concrete
taboo and a historicallY present figure whom he respects for
what he is. 1be king's son and the father's murder are ir
repressibly present realities for him and his public. from
which one recoils in fear, out of moral or political scruples,
taCt or a natural deference. It is thus that these twO irrup
tions occur in the otherwise closed circle of the harmless
stage play: two doorways through which the tragic element
of real events enters the world of play, transforms the
tragic play into a tragedy and the historical reality into a
myth.
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The core of historical reality, neither invented nor
susceptible of invention. to be observed as preamble and
presence, may for this reason penetrate the tragedy twice
and as a result there are two sources of the tragic events:
one is the myth of the ancient tragedy that conveys the
tragic events, and the other is. as in Hamlet, the direct. un
mediated, true historical present which embraces author,
actors and spectators. While the' ancient tragedy fUlds the
myth already there and draws from it its tragic events, in
Hamlet one comes across an outcome which is as rare as it
is typically modem, namely the author has made a myth
from the reality which he lighted upon. Neither in antiquity
nor in the modern age did the poet invent the tragic events.
Invention and tragic events are incompatible and mutually
exclusive.••

Shakespeare's incomparable greatness lies in his
having seized from the chaotic wealth of the political actu
alities of the day the f18ure that was susceptible of elevation
to the level of myth. and he did that pushed by fear and
scruples and guided by tact and awe. It was through that
fear and deference that he managed to grasp the core of the
truly tragic and raise it to the mythical. They made him
respect the taboo and transform the fJ8Ufe of the avenger
into a Hamlet.

So was the Hamlet myth born. A drama raised to the
level of tragedy, which in this form, has been conveying the
living presence of a mythical figure to later times and suc
ceeding generations.

..'\ .
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TIlE RESULT

What profit are we getting from the trouble we have taken
about the Hamlet problem?
1. First of all some sensible knowledge that helps explain
the incredible profusion of interpretations of Hamlet so far.
The enigma cannot be solved· by means of the contents of
the play itself, nor by tracing the threads of an isolated
process. Nor can it be ascribed to its author's subjectivity
because an objective historical reality irrupts into the drama
from the outside. This knowledge does not invalidate the
many interpretations that have piled up in the last three
hundred years. The inexhaustible profusion of interpret
ations and possible interpretations, always new, merely
evinces the mythical quality of Hamlet. the character. But
without doubt one is justified in saying that nowadays it
does not make much sense to persist in psychological inter
pretations. Tbe psychoanalytical interPretations, with their
father and mother complexes, have written the last chapter
and gone through the last spasms of the purely psycho
logical stage of the interpretation of Hamkt the play.
2. We distinguish the simple allusions from the true reflec
tions of historical reality (Essex) arid from the authentic
irruptions. As the authentic irruption of a contemporary
reality has been recognized and acknowledged in the taboo
of the queen and the transformation of the typical avenger.
these two questions may be set aside open-ended. Then the
road is open for a play free of obstacles. One may perform
Hamlet as pure theatre, and that is exactly what Jean-Louis
Barrault did in 1952.·:5 Nevertheless, the shadow of the
objective reality must remain visible. Otherwise the play and
particularly its end, with the exchange of rapiers, the
poisoned wine and the many dead, is a somewhat crass
tragedy of fate, and runs the risk of becoming a street
ballad relating macabre incidents, spiked with witty reflec
tions. Nonetheless, a pure and simple performance yields a
better result. internally freer than those ever resumed
attempts to stave in the two irruptions with political and
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philosophical interpolations. ,
3. As soon as we adopt the formula of the straightforward
theatre play. all the historical and anti-historical misunder
standings are overcome. We have already discarded the
historical misunderstanding: it would be foolish to play
Hamlet with the mask of James on. That would be either a
historical panoptic, in the manner of Meininger" eor an at
tempt to do a blood transfusion on a ghost, some kind of
vampire business. No archive. museum or library can
conjure up the presence of a myth by its own kind of
authenticity. Shakespeare's greatness rests precisely in the
fact that he recognized and respected the tragic core in the
ready chaos of his era and in the ephemeral junk made up
of the pamphlets and the pulp literature of the time.

On the other hand, the deliberate modernization. as a
reaction against historicism, misses the mark. too. The
reaction is understandable when one is aware of the gro
tesque misunderstandings of historicism. of the monumental
errors that are associated with the word 'history'. Wherever
history is conceived only as the past. as what was once. and
no longer as the present and as reality, the protests against
the antiquated make sense, and Hamlet should be played in
tails. But that is only a polemical reaction that remains
linked to its enemy. The result does not reach beyond the
instantaneous effect. and its consequence is a rapid seJf
destruction. From Hamlet in tails to Offenbach's world
there is only a step.
4. To conclude, I would like to outline the ultimate and the
most important gain, what in fact I had aspired to by my
efforts about the Hamlet problem. By distinguishing between
the tear-jerking play and tragedy. we have also recognized
the irreversible core of a particular historical reality that is
undoubtedly superior to any subjective invention, and we
have understood how it acquires the dimensions of a myth.

It is known that since the Renaissance, the spirit of
Europe has been shedding myths and mythologies. Despite
aU that. European literature has created three great sym
bolic fIgures: Don Quixote, Hamlet and Faustus. At least
one of them, Hamlet, has become myth. Strange enough, all
three are readers of books, in other words, intellectuals.
Given their frames of mind, all three see their lives
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disrupted. Let us stop a moment to look at their origins and
extraction: Don Quixote is Spanish and a Catholic; Faustus
is German and a Protestant. while Hamlet is between the
two, in the chasm that defined Europe's destiny.

That is. so it seems, the ultima.te and essential aspect
of the Hamlet theme. In Ferdinand Freiligrath's poem
'Germany is Hamlet' and in its allusion to Wittenberg, one
comes across another premonition of this connection. It
opens a horizon against which it seems wise to remember
the deeply tragic source: the historical reality of Mary
Stuart and of her son James. Even fOJ: us today, Mary
Stuart is something more and something else than Hecuba.
Neither is the fate of the Atrids so close to us as that. of the
unfortunate Stuarts. This royal lineage has been shattered
by the fateful religious divisions of Europe. It was in the
history of that lineage that the tragic myth of Hamlet
germinated.
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APPENDIX I

Hamlet as Heir to the Throne

It is necessary to know whether Hamlet was the legitimate
heir to his father's throne in order to be able to form an
opinion about Hamlet's conduct and character. and about the
objective meaning of the dramatic events. Were that the
case. then King Claudius is a usurper. with all the moral and
judicial effects and consequences which the condition
implies. He is not only the murderer of the father but also
makes an attempt on the son's right of inheritance. Hamlet
is not only his father's avenger but also will fight for his
own throne. Whence the piece is not only a revenge play
but also a hereditary-succession drama.

Actually, it is both, but in different degrees. In the
first part, which runs up to the middle of the Third Act, the
drama is exclusively a revenge play. and seems to limit its
contents to the task of revenge and its completion. The
second part, which begins as the murderer is unmasked, is a
close. life-and-death struggle for self-assertion that pushes
the question of the hereditary succession backstage, and
practically is not longer perceived by the spectators. Yet, it
is still there. One may even become aware of the premisses
of a solution of compromise between King Oaudius and
Hamlet. a motif which l.ii.e a thin thread, hardly perceptible,
runs through the play and only becomes visible when the
foUowing passages are set side by side: the one in which
Claudius recognizes in Hamlet the future heir to the throne
and wants to be like a father to him (l.ii.108-109), along
side that in which Hamlet complains to the king that he is
showered with vain promises (IILii.93-94), and the passage
about the succession to the throne of Denmark (III.iL331
335). The other acts of the play do not contain, as far as I
am aware, any. ~usion to these strange interpolations re
garding a compromise offer made by the murderer to his
victim's son.

John Dover Wilson closely examines the problem of
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Hamlet's right of succession (What Happens in Hamlet, ed.
cit., p. 30). He starts with the question whether Denmark
was an elective monarchy. A negative reply makes of
Claudius a usurper. In Shakespeare's play, Hamlet is a priori
the heir and the holder of the legitimate succession to the
throne. The connections with the circumstances of the
1600-1603 interval in BnsIand, are quite amazing. The
problem of the Scottish succession, placed by Lilian
Winstanley in the centre of her book on Hamlet should not
be here dismissed either. J.D. Wilson shows that for the
succession to the throne of England, a council proceeded to
an eJection, while taking into account the last wishes - the
dying voice - of the predecessor. Thus James had the
dying voice of Elizabeth. Hamlet gives his dying voice to

. Fortinbras, invoking an election as well (V.ii.360-361).
Nonetheless, Dover Wilson's comment on the futility

of a roundabout reference to the Danish constitution to
enable us to understand the legal situation of the succes
sion in HamJet is as important. 'For if Shakespeare and his
audience thought of the constitution of Denmark in English
terms, then Hamlet was the rightful heir to the throne and
Claudius a usurper' (p.3O). As a matter of fact, if the
English audience of Shakespeare's HamJet were thinking not
in antiquarian-Danish but in English terms, as it is historic
ally self-understood, then the connection of Hamlet with
James and the Scottish succession is obvious and need not
be passed over.

When speaking of King Oaudius, Hamlet says that
he, Claudius, stole the crown from a shelf (lII.iv.l00), he
seems to t.alk not only as his father's avenger but also as his
father's legitimate heir. Nevertheless, to the extent the word
ejection plays a role, Denmark appears to be an elective
monarchy. Generally, the elective monarchy is conceived as
the opposite of hereditary monarchy. Most of the times, the
latter presupposes immediate succession on the death of the
reigning king. The heir to the throne becomes king at the
very instant of his predecessor's death, according to the
following maxim: the deceased transmits his heritage to his
survivor, ie mort saisit ie vii. In such a hereditary mon
archy, Hamlet would automatically be king and Claudius a
usurper. In an elective monarchy, the successor to the
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throne becomes king following an election. Obviously, it is
not Hamlet who has been elected king but Claudius. It is
implied that he let himself be legally aowned king just after
the assassination of his predecessor. It is possible that he
assumed the crown while observing the legal and legitimate
forms. In that case, if form and appearances have been
adhered to, he is a legitimate· king and not a usurper. Ap
pearances count in law, and as Rudolph $ohm would say. j

law depends essentially on form.
If that is the case, a legal-historical clarification of

the problems becomes necessary. Nowadays. we establish a
strict differentiation between elective monarchy and heredi
tary monarchy. By election. we generally understand a free
election only. Our legal concepts are positivist and decision
ist. Our jurists are lcgists, even if in England they are less
so than on the Continent. A correct understanding of such
concepts as dymg voice, right of succession to the throne
and election calls for an historical-juridical explanation in
the light of legal history that [ will sketch out here.

. Three different factors are to be considered with
regard to succession in northern kingdoms. The validity and
importance of each of these factors in relation to the other
two vary considerably by time period and nation. Nonethe
less, each factor preserves its own validity which is easily
recognizable. That is why a word like election cannot be
understood but within the network of cormections and
interactions specific to the concrete organization of each
nation and its reigning house.

The successor is first designated by the old sover
eign, his predecessor, who expresses his last wishes in this
way. It is by this dying voice that Hamlet designates
Fortinbras, that Elizabeth will designate James. In 1658,
one sought to ascribe it to Cromwell at the moment of his
death, in favour of his son Richard. This designation is not
an uncommittins proposal or simple recorrunendation, but a
genuine nomination.

Nor is it an arbitrary choice which the predecessor
could freely make at the moment of nomination. Normally,
he is expected to designate a member of his own royal
lineage, a SOD, a brother, or any other member. In other
words, the dying voice proceeds from the old right of blood
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that originally had a sacred character. Under the influenl
of the Roman Clutch that character became relative and Wi

often eliminated. Nonetheless, it lingered on a long time ar
may still be recognized in the doctrine of the divine right 1

kings in James' own writings. The divine right of kings
according to its historical origin that sacred right of cor
sanguinity.

In the history of German lrings we flOd a famol
exception, which for that very reason, confmns the rule ar
the conaetc meaning of a Germanic order regarding SUceel
sion to the throne. It is the designation of Henry Duke I

Saxony by the dying Frankish king Conrad. He did "'
designate his brother Eberhard as his successor but a ml
from another lineange. Conrad did it for a very stranl
reason which for us nowadays has something touching abo'
it: he regretfully remarked that fortuna had deserted h
own Frankish kin and taken refuge in the house of tl
Saxon Henry. This designation of the Saxon Henry by tl
Frankish Conrad, the negotiations and the events whil
followed up to Henry's enthronement (918-919 AD) ha'
been repeatedly examined and explained by historians
high standing. This exception confirms the rule in virtue
which the predecessor designated his successor by his rig
of consanguinity.

To these two factoTS, designation or dying VOil
and right of blood or divine right of kings, a third is adde
the acceptance of the designated successsor by the grande
of the realm, by a council made up of grandees. or in sor
other way associated with the act. Naturally this leads to :
sorts of negotiations and resolutions which together may I
called election, although they do not have much to do wi
what we mean nowadays by free election. Nor did the desiJ
nated candidate have anything in commOQ with a candida
running for election in the present-day sense. As soon
the designated successor was accepted by election, the el
thronement followed, alongside the unction, the oath
allegiance and the acclamation shouted by the people prese
at the ceremony. The gesture of election may be detected
each of these stages leading to the new installation upon tl
throne. It would be inexact and misleading, however. to l8
of an elective monarchy for that matter. All tho,
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formalities, placed end to end from the designation by the
predecessor to the solemn enthronement. the homage and
acclamations, compose a homogeneous whole which could be
fully understood only by the people of those times. ~

By assassinating Hamlet's father, King Claudius, the
murderer, unexpectedly and swiftly deprived his victim not
only of his life but also of the ability to designate his son
Hamlet as his successor. Oaudius suppressed the dying
voice and violated young Hamlet's right of succession to the
throne. Thus it is not possible to say simply as John Dover
Wilson does that Hamlet is the legitimate heir to the throne
and Oaudius is the usurper. Only one of the factors of the
northern order of succession gives Hamlet a direct and
indisputable right to succession, namely the sacred right of
consanguinity. In other words, the sacred right of kings to
which James had always referred. It is impossible to
overlook the contemporary correspondences between Hamlet
and James, as soon as one raises the question: was Hamlet
the legitimate heir to the throne?

In one of the notes above (40) attention is drawn to
the alteration brought to Hamlet's circumstances in the
aftermath of James' accession to the English throne in 1603.
In QI, which dates from before James' accession, the two
motifs - revenge and the rikht to the throne - are neatly
recognizable. In the subsequent versions Q2 and FI the
struggle for succession recedes into the background: as
James I ascended the throne, the issue ceased being topical.
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APPENDIX n

On the Barbaric Character of Shakespeare's Drama:
of THE ORIGIN OF THE GERMAN TRAGIC PLA Y
by Walter Benjamin, Ernst Rowohlt. Berlin, 1928-

Shakespeare's theatre, in general, and his Hamlet, in par
ticular, are no longer eccJesiastical, in the medieval sense.
On the other hand, they are not yet a political state theatre,
in the concrete sense state and politics acquired on the Con
tinent as a reSult of the development of state sovereignty in
the 16th and the 17th centuries. Despite many contacts and
relations with the Continent, and despite the fact that the
transition from the Renaissance to the Baroque was to a
degree common to both England and the Continent, the
English theatre cannot be described in such terms. Rather it
is part of the peculiar historical development of the insular
England that had embarked upon the conquest of the seas.
This is what determined the cultural-historical orientation of
the Shakespearean drama.

Walter Benjamin deals with the difference between
the tragic play and tragedy (pp.57-158), and in keeping
with the title of his book, talks especially of the tragic play
of the German Baroque. His book, though, is rich in
important ideas and insights concerning art history as well
as ShakesPearean theatre. and partiwlarly with regard to
Hamlet. His characterization of Shakespeare in the chapter
entitled 'Allegory and Tragic Play' seems particularly fruit
ful. There, Benjamin shows that allegory in Shakespeare is
as essential as it is elementary. 'Every elementary character
of the creature draws meaning from its allegorical existence,
and every allegory draws its expression from the elementary
character of the sensible world' (p.228). Of Hamlet, he says
that 'in the conclusion of this tragic play, it is the drama of
fate, which self-contained but overcome indeed, flashes like
lightning' (p.137).
":Rude,. art lIer, raJerred to the P&8U of the sr of Benjamin', book; the
quotation., however. hllve bun lrllnlllllwd from C.S.'. text.
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The main passage on Hamlet may be found at the end
of the chapter entitled 'Tragic Play and Tragedy' (p.158). It
too refers to Hamlet's end in the second scene of the Fifth
Act. Walter Benjamin thinks that he can distinguish some
thing peculiarly Christian there, in the way in which shortly
before his death Hamlet speaks of the Christian providence,
'in whose bosom his mournful images are transformed into
a blessed existence.' Here, the age succeeded in producing
'the human form that corresponded to the split between the
neo-antique and the medieval lights, in which the Baroque
saw the melancholic. But it was not Germany that could do
it. It is Hamlet.'

It is a great passage in WaIter Benjamin's book, but
shortly afterwards he writes: 'Hamlet is alone the spectator
by God's grace of the tragic play; but it is not the show
performed for him in which he finds satisfaction, it is only
his own destiny and nothing else that can give it to him.' I
can grasp the opposition expressed bere between play and
destiny, but I must admit that this sentence, which comes
immediately before the reference to the Christian provi
dence, is unclear to me. I fmd it hard to accept that WaIter
Benjamin's intention has been to make of Hamlet a kind of
'God's player' in the Lutheran sense, as Karl Kindt, the
Lutheran theologian, had" done in his book, Vcr Spieler
GatleS, Shakespeares Hasn.Iet a1s christliches We1ttheater
(see note 35 above). Benjamin says: 'Only Shakespeare was
capable of striking a Christian spark from the Baroque stiff
ness which is as unstoic as it is unchristian, and as much
pseudo-antique as it is pseudo-pietist' (p.158). About it I
would like to make the following comment:

Hamlet is not a Christian in any specific sense, and
even the famous passage about Providence and the fall of
the sparrow: 'There is special providence in the fall of a
sparrow' (V.ii.21S-216), to which Walter Benjamin refers,
does not manse anythinS. Perhaps he ~s overlooked the
fact that Hamlet talks of a special- providence. With that we
enter upon theological controversies about special and gen
eral providence. Besides only Q2 mentions this kind of
providence. In Ql one reads: predestinate providence. With
that the infernal gates of the theological quarrel and of the
wars of religion are opened. I for one think that it would
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have been O1ristian simply to have quoted the sentena
from Matlhew 10,29. But the theologizing addition suitec
James' theologizing penchant.

The first part of the play, up to the killing of Polo
nius (IlJ.iv.24). has the revenge properly speaking as it!
theme. Hamlet finds himself right in the centre of thf
opposition between Catholicism and Protestantism, betweer
Rome and Wittenberg. Even his doubts about the appar
itions of his father's ghost are decided in the oppositio[
between the Catholic and the Protestant demonoJogies,
resulting from the difference in the dogmas of purgatof'}
and hell. Whatever may bere be considered Christian ha!
gone through James, Mary Stuart's son, who is totan}
implicated in the religious confrontation, The only trul)l
Ouistian element in this flJ'8t part of the revenge play is tht
murderer's prayer in his monologue (IU.ili.36-72).

The second part of the play contains a close, life
and-death struggle and the murder of the heir. In itself. tht
motif of the heir's murder belongs to the oldest Christian
theme: Matthew 21,38-39; Marc 12. 5-8; Lute 20, 13-16;
Acts of the Apostles 7, 59-60. There is no trace of it in
Shakespeare's Hamlet, although, without doubt, Hamlet ma)l
be considered the legitimate heir to the throne.

Shakespeare's drama is no longer Christian, nor is if
on its way to the sovereign state of Continental Europe,
which from a religious and denominational point of view,
had to be neutral because it emerged in the wake of tht
wars of religion. Even if that state acknowledged a state re
ligion and a state church. they depended on its decisions a~
sovereign state. In his book, Walter Benjamin refers to m)l
deftnition of sovereignty (pp.65-66 and 74), and in a 193(]
letter to me, he thanked me for it. Nevertheless, it seems to
me that he underestimates the difference between insular
England and Continental Europe, regarding their overaIJ
situation, and concurrently the difference between tht
English theatre and the Baroque tragic play of the 17th
century Germany. That difference is equally essential for the
interpretation of Hamlet because the core of this play cannot
be grasped by means of the categories of art and cultural
history. such as Renaissance and Baroque. The difference is
recognizable in the most pertinent and laconic way in a
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slogan-like antithesis, whose pregnancy is symptomatic of
the history of the notion of the political. It concerns the
antithesis between barbaric and political.

Shakespeare's drama coincides with the first stage of
the English revolution, provided we admit - which is pos
sible and sensible - that it started with the destruction of
the Armada in 1588 and ended with the eviction of the
Stuarts in 1688. During that century, on the European
continent, a new political order emerged from the neutral
ization of the wars of religion: the sovereign state, an
imperium radonis, as Hobbes called it, I the no longer theo
logical realm of the objective reason, as Hegel would say.
Its ratio put an end to the age of the heroes, to the law of
the heroes, and to the tragedy of the heroes (Hegel, Phil
osophy of Right §§ 93 and 218). The hundred-year civil war
between Catholics and Protestants could not be wound up
but by dethroning the theologians, because they kept stir
ring up civil war by their doctrines of tyrannicide and just
war. In the place of the medieval order, feudal or corpora
tive, the establishment and maintenance of public tranquility,
security. and order have been the legitimizing performance
of this newly structured state. It would be inadmissible and
only confounding to can state other forms of community
systems or power structures· in worJd history. In France,
the country which exerted a preponderant influence upon
the evolution of Continental Europe, the thinkers who no
longer expected the Clurch to save them from the despair
of the religious wars, among them the jurist Jean Bodin,
turned to the state instead. and were called politicians
(politiciens), in a specific sense of the word. The sovereign
state and politics are diametrically opposite to the medieval
forms' and methods of an ecclesiastical and feudal domin
ation.

In such circumstances, the term political acquires a
polemical and so an exueme1y concrete meaning, that is
antithetical to barbaric. In the words of Hans Freyer:l a
secondary system supplants the primary and elementary
orders that were malfunctioning. This modern state trans
forms the host, the good old order, the means of subsist
ence, and the good old law into institutions that may be
recognized as the state: the standing army, the police.
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finance and justice. Through them, the state sets up what it
calls the public tranquility, sewrity and order, and creates
the conditions for a 'policed existence'. Politics, police and
politeness thus become a troika of modern progress against
ecclesiastical fanaticism and feudal anarchy, in short, against
medieval barbarity.

The classical theatre of Corneille and Racine, with its
unity, or rather juridical. nay, legalist unity of place, time
and action, could rust come into being in that sovereign
state. ~From its perspective it is understandable why VoJ
taire called Shakespeare 'a drunken savage'.· On the other
hand, the Storm and Stress movement of the 18th-century
Germany armed itself with Shakespeare in its battle against
the French theatre. That was possible to the extent the
situation of Germany at the time was still pre-state, in part,
although less barbaric than Tudor England, and that was
due to the dissemination of the idea of state on its territory.
In 1771, under the influence of the Baltic Herder, the young
Goethe delivered his lecture 'On Shakespeare's Day', which
contained the following sentence that has become famous:
'Frenchman, what do you want to do with that Greek
armour, it is too big and too heavy faT you. That is why all
the French tragedies are parodies of themselves. "

Under many aspects, Tudor England was on her way
to the state. The word state appears in Marlowe and Shake
speare with special meanings, and deserves a separate 10.
icological analysis. I have hinted at this problem in a wider
context, in my book The Nomos of the Earth.' To be sure
such an analysis would need better data about the issues of
state theory and the history of the concept of the political
than what was available to Hans H. Glunz for his otherwise
excellent book, Shakespeares Staat (Vittorio Klostermann,
Frankfurt, 1940).7 In Bacon's Essays too, some important
evidence may be found concerning the history of the word
state.

During that century (1588-1688), the insular Eng
land detached herself from the Continent and turned from a
traditional terrestrial existence to a maritime way of life.
She became the metropolis of an oveTseas world empire and
even the country of origin of the industrial revolution,
without having to pass through the straights of Continental
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statehood. She did not set up a state police, justice, fmance
or standing army in the way Continental Europe did. In the
beginning. it was on the intiative of pirates arid filibusters,
and later on. of the trade companies that she got involved in
the conquest of a new world; and conquered the world
maritime space.

That is the English revolution that lasted a hundred
years. from 1588 to 1688. Shakespeare's theatre belongs to
the first stage. One need not regard this situation only from
the perspective of what was then its past and present, from
the viewpoint of the Middle Ages. the Renaissance and the
Baroque. Compared to the civilizational progress repre
sented by the ideal Continental state. which in fact was
achieved only in the 18th century. Shakespeare's England
seems still barbaric. or said differently. pre-state. But when
compared to the civilizational progress represented by the
industrial revolution that began only in the 18th century.
Elizabethan England appears as a grand irruption from a
land into a maritime existence, an irruption which by its
result. the industrial revolution. would bring about an
upheaval. more profound and thorough than the revolutions
on the Continent. It would leave far behind the Continental
statehood with its victory over the 'barbaric Middle Ages'.

It was the fate of the Stuarts not to have foreseen
that and to have been incapable of freeing themselves from
an ecclesiastical and feudal Middle Ages. The spiritual
stances defended by James I in his argwnentation about the
divine right of kings were hopeless. The Stuarts grasped
neither the notion of the sovereign state of the Continent
nor the transition to the maritime way of life undergone by
insular England during their rule. So they disappeared from
the stage of world history as the great conquest of the seas
was completed and a new global order of land and sea found
its formal recognition in the peace treaty of Utrecht in
1713.
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NOTES

I. Carl Schmitt used both the angliah original and the German trAl
lation of Lilian Windanlay'. boOk. which by the way, w.. reprintlld
Oetqon Boob of New York in 1970. IU German tranllation, entitl
HlIIIlJet. Sohn der Mari. Stuart, ...... pubU.hed by GlInther Nuke of Pf,
Iinsen/WlIruembuB, n.d.. Waltttr 811nj.... in·. book h.. been tranllat
into Bn8.liab .. The OriBin 01 Gertwln Tr/IBic Drama by John o.borne a
publiahed by N_ Left Boob. London. 1917.
2. See 'Shakespeare and the Stotciam of Sooneca', p. 107 in T.S. Rlio
SelflCted Ba&l)"'. New &clition. New York. 1960.
3. Garhut Hauptmann (1862-1946), GIIrman dramatiat and man
Iettflra, winner of tha 1912 Nobill Pri" for Uterature, a1arted ....orld
on HlIIIllat in WiulMbera in 1924, r..umed i1 twin in 1929-1930 ..
1934-1935. to bit pub/iah.d by S. PilCher in a.rlin in 1935. It ia wor
tl<ll:ing that. in the proeHl ba a1ao tranelated iato Garman Shak..peaJ"l
play. He worked on the tranalation in 1927-1928. had it printed
Waimar in 1928 and -diatributed two yeara latar. Subtitled dramati.e,
DJchtung {dramatic poem]. HlIIIlJI'I in Wittenberg ia included in h
Slmtlichll W.rkt. vol. III. ed. H.na BjOn H.... 1965, pp. 459-49
alongaide hia Garman tranalation of HlIDl1l1t. pp. 1093-1248. There ia
Bngliah tranalation of Hauptmann'a play, .. far .. I .... aware.
4. Sa/ ....dor dll Madariap y Rojo (1886-1978), Spaniah diplom;tt. writ
and hiatorian. I,ft Spain in the aftermath of the Civil War and ma,
Britain hia homll. Hia book On Hamlet w" pubHahed in London in 194
A aecond edition w.. brought out in London and New York in 1964.
5. Ludwia BlIrne (1786-1837). German IItiriat and radical journalil
moved to Paril aft6r tha July Revolution of 1830. and there he apent t,
relt of hie life writing witty and barbed polemic againllt German 0;
ponllnta of radicalism. while deliberately aubordinating Iiteraturll
politice. C1lorg Gottfried Gervinul (1805-1871), a pionller in th. field
litarary hiatory, author of a hiatory of German pocttry (1835-184C
Proleaaor of hiatory and literature at Gllttingan, he w" fired in 1837 f
hia proteat qainat the Ibroga1ion of the conatitution. Uitimatllly in 184
hll w.. appointad profe..or at Hllidelbers: whare he ramainlld for the re
of hia life. In 18"8 he ...... electad to the National Allembly at Franl
furt but lOOn after reaigned hi. lilt. AmonS otheu, he authored a tw
voJumll book, entitled Shahapeue that was publiabed at Laip.ig in 18:
(3rd ad.IS62), and tranalated into Bnsliah in 1863 lIS Shie,pllau Con
mantatial.
6. Ferdinand Preiligrath (1810-1876). one of Garmany'a outllandil
politieal peeta whoee incraaaingly radical wie....a Ioat him hia roy
penaion and hil homlliand... hll Will forclld into nile abroad in 184,
He raturnlld in 1848. wrote mora revolutionary poetry. bllcama a frillr
of Karl Marx and coeditor of the Neua Rheiniaeha Zeitung. In 1851 III
Germany for Ena/and to elCllp, further peraecution, and apent thllrll tl
nut fifteen yeara working in a bank which eventually went bankrupt.
publie .ubacription raiaad in Germany anaMad him to return homa j

IS66. By hia outelandin8 German tranalationa from thll worka 01 Wordl
wonh. Longfellow, Walt Whitman, Robert Burna, Vietor HujO. IIl1
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MolI.r., h. ""ntrib"tAd to th.lr pop... I..,iuuon in th. Ge,man~"p,""ln.
",orld.. HII 'Haml-'" ..II wrltUn ..t St Goar in April 1844 and i.. part of
Ih.. c,d. entitl" B.in GJ....b.".b.hn"lnl. zailgldicbl" 1844 (A Conf...
.ion of P.. ith: Contempo,..r, PoIm., 1844]. It la printAd In Fr.Ili,r.th.
W.th in •.eb. reHel', .d. J ... li.... Seh",.,I•• II., T.i1, pp.71-72. O'...t
.ch•• Vltl...h....... Sons " Co.• ~'lin, n.d.
1. Th. I.to" which .tic'" to Ih. f.cu. con..lder.d critlc..lI, but ..lao
Irom .. d...In 10 ...ndlt.und. ,1.ld. b.u.t clarifiution. th ..n th. pol.,.,
Ic.1 ..nal,.I. nr th...poloptlc adh.r.n'" th..t _ ... to ..."... c.,taln
ae.thltica ..nd .. certain imap 01 th...utheM' ..t .11 COIU. Th. uplti.net
.... hlch LA..." Bohannan .... riua ..bout in hit ......., ·Michin. MalllCho. Th..t
M••n" Witchcraft' (LondOll Mq...jn., Jun. 1954)", _ .. ion.o b, hit
t.mn, th. H.mlet-.tor, to m.mb.n of .n AIric.n trib. i. hl.hl, In
.tr...ctl"•. Th. ttibean'tln uk.d .. numb.r 01 qu••tiona. all "lty COi·nt
• nd which .....n mon conerllUl .nd pr.ei.. than th. r""" hi.to,iul
ju,idlul matt., on th••ubjlCt 01 blood f.ud with which th. j... ,i.t Jc.tf
({obl.r (1849-1919) feed. th. ,..d.,. 01 hi. book. alb.it not without Iu
marita. .ntiLied Sh•.h.pilU' "or d.m Porum der Juri.prud,,,' {Sh.lt...
.pur. b.for. the Ttibun.al of J ... fi.prud.nc.}, 1889. - C.S. "Th ,
h.. blln reprinted I."ltal 11m.. linc. IIld had ita till. ch.npd to
'Sh....p...,.. in the Bu.h·, incJud.d II ....ch in Critic.l 88...y' on Sh.h.pe."''' HaIIllet. ed.DIVid Scott K..un. N.w Yollt, 1995. pp.9-18 and In
partlC\lI.r fo, the I.tor)' id•• , pp.lo-ll.
8. St. Jobn Do"er wilton, Wh.t H.p,..na in HamJat. p. 43 ('o.,trud.·.
Sin') and p. 292 (App."di. A: "Th. Adultar, of G.n.rud.·). - C.S.
9. HamIll, 1IJ.ii.179-180.
10.....lbrlCht S,ich GUnth., (1893~1942). Garman juri It and cultural
hi.to,i.n. C. Schmitt'a alluaion could not b. located. Nor h.. Kohl.r·.
book, which had a loocond .dition publi.had in Be,lin in 1919. ba.n

....il.bl•. at thi. tim•.
II. W. m., IN"e out • fou,t!' tut in Garm.n. o.r SaI.Ita/f.
Brud.rmord (The Puni.had Pr.trieid.) mantion.d by John Dav.r WillOn,
op.cit. 2nd .d.• pr«M:e, p.ill. - C.S.
12. Th. r.fer.nce. to Bridp' .nd KMU com' from John Do"., WillOn,
op. cit .. pp. 220-221 and 308.
13. Set T.S. Bllot, SeJICCad B...y•• Ne'" Sdition. 101.", Yor"', !'lItlU, p.

124.14. In.ttad, in Ql, the r.uon ,iven for hil return to the court l. a
fun.,.l: Kinll Hamlet'.? _ L..I1..: My ,r.tiou. Lord. ,out f.'O'O¥.bl.
/lcenu,lNow Ibat tit. fun.r.1I r;l...r••11 perform.d... (50-5 I).
IS .......t hlm up .. gl..../Wh.r. he mlpt ... tbe inmoat plitt 01 him'.
Se. J.D. Will,on. 8...nti.1 Sh.h.p••re. Cambridg., 1943, c1932, pp.

104-105.
16. Set J.D. Wihon. op.cit .• p. 106.
17. A. record.d, Ra....'. word' w.n th. following: 'Lift my lOul .bo".
all eanllly coglution., &.lid wh.n my _I .nd body Ih.lI p..rt, ..nd Th,
bl d .n,el. to be nur unto me, wbich me, COCI"'" it to th. joyl 01
h n•. _ H.r. reproducad from L.ln Jardin' &.lid Alan Sla",art, ~l",
10 Portu"', New York. 1999. p. 249.
18. s.. J.D. WillOll, op. cit .• ch. ", 'Hl.tory end Politiu'. pp. 92-107.
19. B,on Vietu (1903-1959), O.rm.n writ.r. Iit.rar, critic, end l''l..1
coun••1. C.r1 Schmitt'. r.f.r.nc. to hi. dramatic formul. could not be

Identifl.d.
20. 8M J.D. Wileon. Wb.l Hllppa". in Hamill, ed. cit .• p. 37.
21. It II P.O. Plea,. in p.,ticular, who b.. paid attention to Ih. d..ily
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.".nte in Sh.alr.upur.·. pl.,...... f., .. it ,.,ard. J.met I. older II'"
1taneI. are raferred Co in th. prafaca to th. German adltion 01 Ull.~
WlnltIDle,'a booIr.. Hamill and lb. SclDui.h S'uccea.iOl'l. Moreo".r. in tht
eh.pUr 'Hamill and B....·, Ulien Wln.t.nl.y offen INIn, 'llampl.. end
mu.. numarou••uu..tion•. In r..t. th. hl.coriea.l Jinlr. with th. fall at
chi Batl 01 aun Ie lon, Ir.nown. H.r. I onl, m.ntion Articl. 54 01
Lanin,'. Hamhurgiaeb.r Dr_turri. (Harnburs Dramatur"J .nd &chi.d
.rmalr·. A.,. Onl von .B.uu In d.r Liter.Cut (The Barl 01 an.ll In Ut
.,.t",.J. Xai..rlautern, 1908-1909. It i••n importanl toplc th.t il Nt
fonh h.,.: th. poI.itieal .,mhol. and aU.,I.. in Sbak"pNr.', dram....
Lilian Winltlnley h.. dedieate<i h.r lifatim.', work to thi. topic. Alon.h., Haml.t boolt. mention.d .hould b. m.de of her followins publlc.
tlon.: Mecbeth. King lAar and Qmc.mporar)' Hi,wry. Saing • SCud, 01
cb. Re/.tion. 01 chI Pl.y 01 J.m.. I. tb. Datll/.y Murd.r and Chi SC•
BarCbolom.w ",,__,... and .110 01 Klns Lear .. SymboJlc Mycbo!oty,
Cambridp. 1922. and Oche/Jo II. eIle Trapdy at lu/y. Showl.., cb.t
Shd:..pea,..·. tun.n OHlc.mporari.. Interpr.c.d ell. Story 01 the Woor
and cb. L.ady 01 V.nice .. S,rnbolid,.. eIle Tr..-dy 01 ch.lr CounCr)' in
ell. Orlp 01 ~n. T. Fi.h&r Ltd .• London. 1924. There i ••110 an ...n
pubU.1tad work on The Temp.,1. Th. qu••ti"" i. not wh.tber Ullan
Wln.unl., can ba followad clOl.ly In h., interpratatlon. or whllher
~, 01 tham are U'tificlal and f.brlcatad. Her buic .pproach I, ptrti"
.nt .nd fruitful. Th. cu!tural-hlato,lca1 problem of all.r)' ..nd trqlc
pl., h.. bien du.l.t with b, W.IUr ~njamln in hi. Orilln 01 chi Oe,...
nJlIll Tr-.Ie Fl.y (BT pp. 159-235J. Wh.t I. now Co b. don. i. Co btl",
toeItl'llr Uli,a Wia.tanl.,'. th._ and matalial and W,IUr ~njamln·.

rtfleetlon. and lIIO into ""111 depth .bout th. probl.m of ..1I.aor,. H.r.
I c.n only draw attention Co thl. tuk. I would lui". lilt.d co ca.lr.e it
upon m. If p.nonal ru.aon. would not hay. pre"ent.d m. from under
ca.lr.ins it .nd from makins funhar plan•. It h.. baan touch.d briefly 10
my book Dar Nomt:» d., Brd. im VO/hrracht de, Ju. PubJiC\lIJl
BuropII.um (Ol.y.n-V.,I." Co!oane. 1950. pp.1t6-117). - C.S.
22. B"a SOOIt. Di. seu.,u, Gennan adiclon. MUllich. 1935, p. 20. _ C.S.
Thl. could b. a tr....I.tion 01 S". Scott'. Siz. Stu.11 Saver'II"', J 512
1701, London. 1935.
23. In Wltal H.ppan. in HamJec. p. 62, J.D. WlI.aon ulltl qulta Inltruet
iY.I, .bout th. th.... diff.r.nt llOlIon. 01 aboata and ,pparitlon. p'"
val.nt in .BnjJllId In t.tM.e 1m..: Ihlt••a•• Ca.tbolle notion cl.lmln,
ch.t aJtOlU Wert comllll from purpCoI'l'; .. ProtIoIt&nt notion .tauns th.t
potU _ m.a.ti, ftonl 1'1.11 and w.r. dacai"ins davl\a. and • thl,d.
,"Jipt.nad-acaptlcai notion, ..pr....d in particular ia • book 01 1584
bl' _e"nald Sooc. Tn.t book w.. I.tlt burnt by th. h.nd of th•••ICV
tlon.r on th. ord.r of JImII I. Hamill'. doubt in th. Pint Act unfoldl
alon, th. Prot••tant notion which w•• .lao promotld b, Jam... Aeco,d
inai" th. a,boIt il real and not mer.1y the IWlucinatioo 01 , m.lancholic
dl.poeltion. PrOtll lbi, .tartlAl; point the connaction betwee" Hamill and
J_ b_ daci.i .... for lb. action and quill p..lp.bl•••nd I do not
und.ratand why J.D. Wi!&.QII dot. not tallt ,bout it. Or did • uboo
pnvail In thi. re.peet, too? - C.S. Th. boolt in que.tion by R.,ln.ld
Scot wal an ampl. ."d .cholarly tnati.. .ntitled Tbe Di.co"erl, 01
WllChcnft th.t rejaeted II worthl....ny b.liefa in witchcrafl, .nd It
w.. prlm.ril, to refute it tb.t Jam.. wrot. hia own D.emono/Ojj'ie.
24. A I...din. co.oatitutioaal bi.to,lan In the Unit.o Stata., eh.,l..
Howald Mell".ln bu .ddad an ImpolUnt i"ltoduetion to The JIollclcel
Wor" 01 hm.. I. wbich i, "olum. I of th. Harvard Political CI...ie.
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Serin, 1918. I 1m obll,.d to Mill LUlin Wlnlt.anl.y of Abuy.ttlwyth,
WII.., lor lherin, h.r ...npllbli.h.d lnt.rpretetion of Shullpllr.'1 Tem
pe.t, ",hlch containl ne....nd import.nt dlt. on th. 'divine daht of
kin,I' in Sh.ke.pllr•. - C.S.
25. In hi. Not.book from hi. J.nl p.riod, H.,.I ",ritel' 'A m.nd.d lOCk
II bettar th.n • torn on.; th.t i. not, how.v.r, th. cu. ol wif
......ren.": (Quoted from Dohm.nt••1,1 He,.l. BlIlwicil ... ng, .d. Joo.n
nee Hoffmeilter, Stult,.n. 1936, p. 370) - C.S. Non.th.I,", it il worlh
notin& Hemlet'l deleription ol Kin, Cl.lldilll Ilnder thll upect: 'A Kln&
of .hred••nd p.tch••' (lII.i .... 103).
26. See Mich.el Preund (1902-1972), Die Su." R....olution in BlI6llnd;
Anltom.ie tin.. Vmaturu. (Th. Grllt R....olution in BnaJ.nd; Anltomy ol
.n Ov.rthrowl, Kernbur" 1951. An lnltane. ol J,IM" 1111 ....1,1.1 in.i,ht I.
giv.n by .... I.n $t..... rt in hi. bloar.phy of J_" I, Tlte Cr.dl. lCi/lM.
N.", York, 2003, p. 336: r.f."ina to hi. ~ ",.rI••, J.m.. w.nt on to
uy that h. 'would li.... to h.... I b.lIyful d Perllarnenu, and Ih.t wh.n
h••hould b. d.ad, h. wOllld h.v. too milch e..... to remember how
m..ch h. had contrib..ted to the wllkeninl ol tit. Crow" h....11 1'0'" to
fond or. Th. i...... in q....tion ..... th. plan to imp.ach one ol the lord.
by the Lo...er Hou.., idu lupported b, the much Invol ... ed Crown

Prince.21. Thi. ie .Ito mad••vld.nt In J.D. Wilton'l ..-nti.J Sh....p..r., ch.
v;' Wh.nce th. Briti.h Sh.lnlpllrlln echoler reech.. the rollowlna
conelu.ion: 'Ap.rt from the pl• ., ... there Ie no Hamlet' (p••Iv ol hi. In
troduction to hll edition of HamJ.t). Th.t II jllit the qUlltion. In wh.t
follow', in lh. ch.pter on the aource ol the u'a1c, the oppoeite th..le
will b. d.v.loped in dll' form b, dietinauilhinl bet ... lln pl.y .nd
tragedy .nd by dJ.p.llin, the prej..dlce. ol the ltomentic ...thetlc. thlt
tried to turn Sh.ke.pe.u into • kind ol noble ..niu., like • Scbl
k.n.d.r with. Kllt._Word.worth vlnppin,. - C.S.
28. St.St.f.n Geor.. (1868-193)), Prefect to the Set:orId Bdition of OU
J.Iltr d.r Seele, in St.r.n Oeor,.'. W.,.., Au'S.be in Iwti Slnd.In,
M..nich .nd Oll...ldorf, 1958, vol. I, p. 119.
29. Rich.rd Tlln,.l, • journ.Uat ol wid. up.ritnet, ..e. '.n ....nti.1
IIpeet 0( the dramltlc .ffecl ..n.rally in the feet th.t the .pectltor
know. more Ind undu.und. better th.n the acton whll i. lOin. on or
will h.ppen on the .!.q•. It m., b...ld thlt thl. procedur., which
con.i.u in r."..lln. to tht .ptetatotl more than the cheractetl on the
euB' .n eblt to I. on. 0( the b..t toole .....Il.bl. to the drem.tic Irt.
Shekllpeer. med ol It in mlny ol hi. dram...nd mlny ol hi.
com.di••. It i. q ita poe.ibl. th.t the rel'llonehlp betw••n Hem/et, th.
drame. th. hletorlcel pr...nt and Ih. r..mour ol tha ScoId.h trapdy
miaht h.......imilerl., acted "'pol'I the .peet.tore of Ihat .r.' (in 01. Zeit
1'10.45, Hambur" 6 Nov.mber 1952). - C.S.
30. See 0-, yon L..ken, Oi. Seei. und Iltr. PDrmln (Ttl. Soul and lte
Form.], Berlin, 1911, p. 366, In the ...., .ntitled 'M.teph,.lk d.r
TrqOdi.' (Th. N.uphy.lce d TrqedyJ. in wkich he dill. with Pa.. l
Brn.t. _ C.S. P.B.(Hl66-1933) German writer, thinker .nd dramatiet, and
dieenchanted Mer"i.l.
31. Prom Vor.echul. der .."lhlla: (Introduction to Allth.tiCl) 164. Set p.
235 of Part I, vol. V ol Jean p.ul werh, Munich, 1960-1961. Hi. filII
name ..... Joh.nn P... I Fri.drich Richter (1163-1125), Oerll'Uln .uthor.
no",li.t, on. d the npruentetl"" d Germen Rorn.ntlcilm.
32. Thi. tI.. blln confirmed tim- .nd ...in b, the ecboolchildr.n'. p.r
form.nclI of Shek"pllr.'. pl.,. .t the compttidon. oraani".d by the
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Sh.lte.pear. Folger Library of W..hll\8lOn, D.C..
33. Otto L...dwia (1813-1865) in.i.te on the feet that. dr.m. ehollid b.
U.t.ned to and ... nderatood from it. 'inn.r conneet!on.', th.t I. to lIy It
mll.t b. U.tened to .nd und.ntood from it. o....n in.ld. out. Th.t I. why
h. centlot ,top acoldina HII.I who WII too ,net I. eoclologl.t to .llow
hilltl.llf to con.lder • thlltrical piece. procell in it••lf ..clll.h.ly. Ir
rit,"d, Otto L...dwQI quotee ....h.t h. celie '.n .Imo.t comic I:lampl. from
HII.i'. A.thetik ol mi.und.rftlndina what i. ch'ract.rl.tic.lb dram.tlc
(voU, p.261).' Correctly, In my opinion, H'S.I cl.im. Ihlt Sh.k..ptlr.
h.d d.lib.rat.ly refrained from mentionins Macbeth'. hiltorlcel rlshtl d
.uccellion to the throne in ill. plec. Me<:beth 0"'1 d conelder.tlon for
Kin, Jam.,., wltb the reeult that in the pl• ." M.cbeth I•••Impl. crlm
inel. Otto LudwiS Juh.. out eg.e.in.t Heatl'. j ..dicioll. Id..: 'ClIn on. con
celv. d luch an id..: Shak..pe.r. repr...ntlns Me.cbeth ... crlmin.1 In
ord.r to pl_ JlI/I\lI 11 I c.nnot.' In the liaht o( the O.rman ...thetlc.
of 1850'. and ol the age 01 OUo Lud la, 011. _Id not, indHd. Nowe-
de.,e. thouah. w. Cln imegln. it ¥try Il. and I melltlon thie reaction
d hie .. an uempl. d wh.l h.. blln II..ld .bove .bout the O.rman
II;Idftlllc and C1l!tural u.dition. ite 'II • ., ol repr...ntina the dre.metic
poet and ita prtlCOl\c.i ...ed theorl.. ebout Sbe.Jr.eep••re th. dre.metllt.-C.S.
34. See Appendix II to thi. boo.lr.. With reprd to the definition of the
....ttic Iras.dy by Wibmowitz-MoeU.ndorff, quoted by Blnj.mln, _ p.
106 of the BY of hi. boo.lr.. s.. .tao note 42 below .....bout the quOUtJon
(rom Wackernepl, ... note « below. - C.S.
35. See Karl Kindt. Der SpleJer Gol:lee, $bde.peare. HMnlet el. chrJ.t
lich. W.III1lNtlr, Wichern-V.rl.. Hilbert Renner kO, BlrHn 1949. '....t
the end God seth.re tqlIther all the puppete .nd .Urte a n.w pl.y with
Portinbr..' (p.95). Amotll the m.ny q...ntin ol thl. llcell.nt hook It i.
Kindt', merit to hi"" con.ider.d the objectl", lICtion pr.eent.d by the
H.,.Ii.n Karl Werder in hi. interpr.tation of H.mlet (H.mJet-Vor/••
"/I,IIn, Berlin, 1815), and eo haa t.e.k.n • bia Itrid. to overcome p.ych
ologiam. - C.S.
36. See Radi..r Allmenn. 'Pr.lh.lt 1m Spl.l' [Freedom In PI.y), ertlcl.
printed in FranJ:furler A/.fsemein. Zejl .. /lM. No.l00, of 30 ....pril 19:55.
H.r. i. the whole pu.... in q....tion: 'Pl.y I. the redlc.1 n.,.Uon of
eernut. It i. in th.t th.t Ii.. ite IIl.tential .llllIifiCollnc•. On. fint com..
to know ...bet pi.,. i. efter on. h.. l.ernt wh.t ..rn••t i•. The f.ct th.t
often on. becomee ''''u. ol pl.y through IIrnlltn... doe. not ch.n,.
.nythin,: M.Hng 1111 d the term. end conc.pta from HUI Pr.,.r'a
l'heorle d•• gesenw'rtigen ZeiteJllre [Theory of Cont.mpor.ry Br.], p.93,
on. mey .Ul. that it belonp to the ••••nc. ol the Ir.,lc not to .How
it"lf to be included Into ••_nd.r}' .y.t.m ud Into ••ph.r. 01 rul..
th.t IIcjud. the Irruption of u.,lc .....ntl, inl th.m no mot. then •
plrturbltion, provided the., _ them .t aiL bout th••Ute .. e __
ond.r, (orm He ....ppendlJl II, p. 53. P.rhep. the d.y will com. wh.n •
1••I.tor would Ilv. the foliowiDJ: 1...1 definition in order to lurn into
reality the relation bltween fr..dom .nd pie" .nd do it II .imply II
th.I: pl.y ia .verythi". that • human beina und.ru.k.. in hi. or h.r
fr.. tim., lepJl-, at hi. or h.r di.poIIl, ill Mo.r to orpnill .nd fill It
up. - C.S.
37. Thet ia; world'. th....tr~, n.lllr.'. thNtre, B..rop.an thllt,., thllu. ol
...ar, the thuu. of tb. p..blic place, raepectlv.I,.
31. Caepar '"on Loh.nnein in hi. pr.fac. to Sophoni.be, quoted by
Walter Blnjamin, op.cit., pp.92-93 of ST. - C.S.
39. Ther. i. I. whole 'tory .bout the Xliii-pl.,•. Bdmund Kun acted In
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3. Lucien Goldmann explain_ Racine'. dum... and hia concept of the
tragic by takinll into con_id,ration tho changing atanC"1 of Janaeniam
toward_ atate and church. Hi_ book, LA Dieu CICh4, <ituda sur I. vi,ion
tn,giqua d.na 'a. PeoPN d. Pucal at dana I. th6.ttTl de Radne, Paria,
Gallimard, 1955 [BT: Hidden God, tr. P. Thoc:ly. London, 1964} wu
brought to my attention only after ttli. 881&)1 bad already bun unt to
ttl. printen. Another oeuaion rnay occur .1I0.... ing me to compan Gold
mann'. polition_ and concepta with min. in ttli. interpretation of Hamlet.

_ C.S.
4. Sea Voltaire'. "...y 'Ancient and Modern Tragedy', p. 137. in vol. 31
of Warh of Voltaira, N.'" York, 1901. Hil wholo ducription of the
performance of Ham/at, which ha II.W in London i' ....orth nading in
order to become Iwara of the diffuen<:o. in tutl work..! both by tima
and place. Nonethal.... in hi' Ipuch deli ...u.d on hi' rKeption ,t the
French Audemy (9 M,y 1746), Voltaire prai.., Shuelpeare for the
unlurpuled forc. and Inusy with which ha imbued the Bnglilh lan

guage. d..pite hi' harharity.
5. Goethl (1749-1832) had hi' intereat in Shu..peara awuln,d by an
artide written by Herder which he read all. hie way from Stra..burg
back to FranUurt. and chang,d into an epiph.nic up.rilnce for him.
Aceordins to an entry in hi' father', diary. he delinred hi' ,peech 'On
Shake,peau', D,y' (that i' on Shuupe,n', n.m.....day) in hi' parenti'
hou" in Fr,nUurt in 1171. It waa printed for the firat time polthu
rnaully in a monthly for eei.nee and literatura in Brauneehwlilt in 1854.
Since then. it h.. been reprinted in ...ariou, edition' of Goeth'·1 worka,
among which ...01 . .Iii of Coelhu Wer.h, 4th .d.• HalDburg, 1960, pp.

204-227, und.r the title 'Zum Shak..p..r..-T....
6. Se6 Carl Schmitt, Nomoe def Brd., Greven Verlag, Cologne, 1950, pp.

116-117.7. H,n' Hermann Clun~ (1907-1944), C.rman philoaopher of culture, il
known in thi' country through the BT of hi' Thearil d.. Objehiv.n
Gei'tal (Theory of Objective MinCl), Athenl OR, 1998. Hi' Shd;..pur..
Staat {Shak..peare" Stlte} haa been una...ailable at thi' timl.
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POSlFACE

Shakespeare was political as some people are rel
gious without belonging to any sect or church but possel
an inner sense of the holy. He did have a keen sense I

reality (the way he uses language shows it), of the for~

that were criss-crossing it, and went on absorbing the sur
rounding world, though he quietly refused to take sidel
and would give in in small matters yet reserving for himse
the broader and longer perspective. He knew what woul
work in the theatre in keeping with the shifting times an
with the events. Thus, for instance, his Henry VI trilog
was an opportunity he took not only to flatter his patron
by casting their ancestors in important and noble roles, bt
also to strengthen the Tudor legitimacy against the Yorkist
by enhaloing the Lancastrians. He gave the theatre up whe
the gap between the real and the artificial became impas
sable. Unlike Ben Jonson, the only recorded indiscretion h
corrunitted was to name one of his characters Sir John Old
castle, arousing thus the ire of the Oldcastle family.
conflict that was solved by his renaming the character i
question Sir John Falstaff (but not FastoH). In this respect
the Master of the Revels, as censor of stage plays, fuliille.
a role which J. Dover Wilson and consequently Carl Schmit
pass over. the latter referring only to the spectators
demands as a restrictive factor affecting the dramatist'
freedom of aeation. On the other hand. the relationshi)
between playwright and patron was not as close and intimat
as Dover Wilson wants us to believe. It is more realistical
ly delineated by Shakespeare himself in Hamlet's intercours
with the visiting players and in Rosencrantz's preambll
(lUi). 'Base and common fellows' is what players and play
wrights were commonly considered, and without a paten!
and genuine patronage, they were liable to be arrested <u
vagrants. That Shakespeare's company, known as the Lon
Chamberlain's servants, was not punished for playin~
Shakespeare's Richard II on demand, on the eve of Essex's
tentative rebellion but allowed to go on and perform befoft
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the Queen afterwards shows what a negligible quantitY
players and playwrights were when matLers of stale werc at
stake.

Nevertheless, playS publicly performed were likely to
contain not only references to current incidents, as most
street ballads did. but also to serve as propagandistic media.
The story of Hamlet seems to have been particularly
attractive as material for a revenge play, a fashionable
theme in the last quarter of the 16th century. Saxe Gram
matieus's Hisr.oriae Danicae had seen the light of print in
Paris in 1514, with subsequent reprints at Basle and Frank
furt, though its being the direct literary source of any
Hamlet play is widely disputed. Hamlet's story in its retell
ing by Francois de Be1leforest (1530-1583) in his collection
of Histoires Tragjques. which saw several editions. is more
likely to have provided the core story, whether in its
original French or'in an English translation. Unfortunately,
neither Thomas Deloney's Strange histories of Jcings.
princes. etc., published anonymously in 1602. with two
reprints in 1607 and 1612, nor the English translation from
the French by R. Smythe of StTsunge. lamentable and tra
gicall hystories. published without the name of an author in
quarto in 1577. and probably the source of Deloney's work.
have been available to allow me to see how they deal with
Hamlet's story if at all.

At any rate an early version of the Hamlet play was
in circulation before 1589. With the execution of Mary
Stuart on 8 February 1587. the topic of revenge became of
temporal interest nationally and internationally. The fast re
corded performance dates from 1594, yet no text prior to
the 1603 Quarto (QI] has survived. To what extent Hamlet's
story was put to use in the battle for succession to the
English throne. to catalyse hostility against the Scottish
candidate. Mary Stuart's son, to help with his character as
sassination and feed fears of a Scottish invasion of England
to extract revenge and fill offices with Scottish favourites is
a moot question but not utterly fantastic. On the other
hand. it seems as possible that early in the spring of 1599.
Shakespeare might have been commissioned to rewrite the
play into a story of success. nearer the nut part of Saxo's
story. in anticipation of Essex's triumphant return from the
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Irish campaign, to be staged as part of the celebrati
(Essex was another candidate to the English throne.
Elizabeth's ordering him to lead the Irish campaign rei
the tests and trials which heroes of fairy tales had
undergo to win the reward they were aspiring to.) Ever
ally. Essex's dismal performance and his fall from
Queen's favour not only dashed any chances of his sucee
ing to the throne of the Virgin Queen but also rende
redundant any attempt to turn the HamIet play intI
oelebratory piece. Whence it is very likely that for a whil
went on circulating in the old form of a revenge play wit
ghost pressing for action. The Irrst official record of Sha
speare's new version is in the Stationers' Register, ente
in July 1602 for publication. yet Ql was brought out onl]
1603. It was a work in progrcss. On 24 April of that 'Y
the Queen was dead. and James VI of Scotland. thc 0
serious candidate to the English throne. was declared K
of England by the Privy Council and other great nobl
With the death of the Queen. the Royal Household appob
menu lapsed, and so the Lord Chamberlain's players beca
once morc Lord Hunsdon's. As such, they were anxious
win the new monarch's grace and favour, a monarch \l

wishing to set his new subjects' minds at rest, had publi
declared at the start of his progress to London that he ,
not intent on vengeance. In pursuit of their goal,
players were likely to take counsel with a fellow act
Lawrence Fletcher. who had toured Scotland in 1595. 1~

and 1601 and had been received by the king, about I
king's tastes and preferences in a way that might win thl
his favour and patronage. Fletcher might also have acted
negotiator between the king and Shakespeare's compar
because their period of uncertainty was short-lived: U1
became the King's Actors by royal letter patent dated
May 1603. The first among the servants to be mentioned
it is Fletcher himself. followed by Shakespeare and Richa
Burbage, but as B.X. Ownbers remarked. Fletcher's naJ
did no reappear on any further list of actors associated wi
Shakespeare.

The letter patent is interesting not only because
gives the names of the actors that made up the King's Me
but also for the nomenclature of the 'goods' their compSl
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was expected to deliver: 'Comedies, tragedies, histories,
Entcrludes, Morralles. Pastoralls, Sta8eplaies and suche
like'. For Elizabethan and Jacobean England, tragedies were
those stage plays that ended in the violent death of the
protagonist, who in that way was also deprived of absolu
tion and so was condemned to eternal torture. Eventually,
as Middleton and Dekker would maintain in 1610:'...Tragic
passion/And such grave stuff is this day out of fashion',
King James himself coming to prefer masques which grad
ually evolved from tragicomedy, an intermediate form that
proved not very popular with the mot.1cy audience of the
public playhouses. When, in 1604, the King's Men put on
The Tragedie of Gowrie-, however, it aroused the displeas
ure of some of the great councillors and was eventually
forbidden with the caveat that no prince should be played on
the stage in his lifetime, although the play presented the
king favourably. It is worth noting, though, that tragedies
the action of which took place outside England went on
being performed in public playhouses Wltil 1642 and spor
adicaUy even beyond that year. In 1606, an Act was issued
to Restrain the Abuses of Players, forbidding the use of the
names of God, Jesus. the Holy Ghost or the Trinity in any
play.

If the English theatre evolved from a combination of
folk and religious drama, itS gradual secu1ariz.ation pro
ceeded in tandem with the English Reformation which was
unlike any other on Continental Europe, and which from the
absolutism of Henry VIII with his divine right gave way to
the dislocations caused by the extreme oscillations between
Calvinism and Roman-Catholicism during the short reigns of
his children Edward VI and Mary Tudor. It found further
sustenance in the indifferent toleration pursued by Elizabeth
and James keen on avoiding a religious civil war, and the
resultant atomization of institutional religion alongside a
growing scepticism. A stranger to the Counter-Reformation
(the papal excommunication of Elizabeth. for instance, did
not alienate her subjects from her, as had been expected in
-Th. Ilarl of Gowri. and hi. brother w.r. m,.c.riou.l, Io.llled in hi.
own bouM in 1600 in lh. pru.nce of 1::1111 1_. who el.lmed th.t th.y
h.d tri.d lO murd.r him. Received with itlereclll!it" ,h. 'Gowri.
con.piracy· wu n....' clured up.
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Rome), England could not boast a Baroque culture. bu
instead developed something of a" Nordic mannerism fran
its late Gothic realism and random borrowings of fashiol
and styles, acquired tastes and ideas from the Continent, I

hodgepodge encouraged by James. It was the same roya
patent of May 1603 that stated that the performances to bt
given by the King's Actors either in their 'usual house calle(
the Globe or anywhere else were 'for the recreation of ow
Jovinge Subiectes' and only in the seCQnd place 'for our [thf
king's] solace and pleasure when we shaIJ thineke good te
see them, during OUT pleasure'. The tragicomedy is atI

expression of this process of secularization, and was deflOed
by John Pletcher in his preface to The Faithful Shep
herdesse (1609) as follows: 'A tragiecomedie is not so called
in respect of mirth and i:illing, but in respect it wants
deaths, which is enough to make it no tragedie, yet brings
some near it [i.e. death], which is enough to make it no
comedie which must be a representation of familiar people,
with such kind of trouble as no life be questioned;.". A hy
brid dramatic form, it was derided by Polonius (Hamlet,lI.li)
who on introducing the players to Hamlet lists among their
wares the 'tragica1-comica1-historica1-pastoral', and SO inad
vertently, outlines the evolution of the genre and gives a
fair description of what was to be Shakespeare's own C)m
b<line (1610).

The Tr~icall Storie of Hamlet by William Shake
speare cannot be considered an outright tragedy, according
to the canon, either. What Shakespeare had to do to make
the play acceptable under the new circumstances was to alter
its tenor away from vengeance, neutralize the mother's
involvement, make the ghost a theological issue between
hell, purgatory and reason, while turning the protagonist
into a man of peace, fond of learned arguments and books,
wishing to assert himself and his ideas in a rather reluctant
world. It is also known that as soon as James was declared
King of England, the London stationers began to publish his
books, a fact that may have been additional incentive to
rework HamkL That the earlier version was a revenge play
with a ghost is certain. What is uncertain is whether the
father's murder by his brother had been secret or not, be
cause neither in Saxo nor in BeUeforest is it secret. Its
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secrecy in Shakespare's reworking is pivotal: not only does
it engage all Oaudius's efforts to keep it as such but also
explains Hamlet's procrastination. Blood revenge, accor.ding
to canon criminal law, requires the testimony of at least two
witnesses of the murder, and Hamlet had none. On the
other hand, his stabbing of Polomus through the arras is a
different kind of homicide: he was contemptuous of Claud
ius's first minister but bore him no enmity. and the killing
was accidental: he did not see his victim whose very
presence in the queen's bedroom was suspect and liable to
various interpretations. Consequently, and given also Polo
nius's lower rank, the compensation to his kindred would
have been monetary, not requiring blood revenge. Laertes,
however, would claim the whole realm as compensation for
the deaths of his father and his sister, holding Oaudius
responsible for them, revealing in that way the weakness of
the monarchy and the chaotic state of its legal system.
Claudius, on his part, has committed Cain's fratricidal act
and fears for his life lest his crime be discovered. Unlike the
biblical figure, he has not been promised divine protection
or that he would be avenged sevenfold. In a general atmos
phere of insecurity and suspicion, of fear of death and
foreign invasion. Claudius cannot kill Hamlet whom he
regards as his nemesis, because his own 'crime might be
uncovered during the inquest, while Hamlet cannot kill
Claudius as long as he has no material evidence that the
latter has murdered his father. To do it anyway would mean
to forfeit his own chances of inheriting the crown. Claud
ius's words, 'like a man to double business bound.!l stand
in pause where 1 shall fU"st begin.!And both neglect (lII.ii.
41-43) more or less defines the quandary of both of them.
The duel between the two is fought not with weapons but
with words. The play within the play and the dumb show
are part of the arsedal of words and images meant to jolt
Claudius and his conscience. Furthermore, by feigning
madness, Hamlet tries not only to make Claudius lower his
guard (a mentally deranged nephew is an unlikely rival to
the throne of Denmark), but also to buut the walls of his
confinement at Elsinore where he lives under virtual house
arrest ('Denmark is a prison') through the freedom of
speech he gains thereby_The contest between them aims to
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remove each other's masks and expose their true charac~

and intentions. That is done through mutual verbal tests an,
tricks, a contest into which others are drawn at a cour
where intrigue and duplicity are prevalent and crime ha
'sapped the whole social fabric. The way Hamlet use
language unsettles his minders. who with Claudius in th
lead, keep testing him but with inconclusive results. It is th
the play within the play that ultimately makes Oaudiu
realize on his own that Hamlet is not only sane but aware 0
his secret in detail. It determines him to get rid of Hamle
with no further delay but indirectly, abroad. and by WI
kindness of an obliging foreign monarch. Hamlet accepts tc
embark for England in the company of two of his minders
but for him this is not only another occasion to par~

Caudius's challenge and foil his plans to get rid of him; it i:
also a way to put some distance between himself and hi:
accidental ('rash') killing of Palomus, as well as an act a
atonement for the defilement he has brought upon himself u
that way. (Was the ghost the devil who incited him to kiI
and then left him to his own conscience? Had the ghos
appeared in the closet after he had scolded his mother bu
before he killed Polonius, conjectures in that sense wauL
have been possible. As it is, we would never know but on1~

presume from Hamlet's fateful escape from the ship bount
for Eng!and.) His despondencY is there' by the killing b
nullifies the previous endeavours at purification to which h
has submitted himself in the wake of the fIrst encounte
with the ghost. He has subjected himself to a repeate l

critical moral and existential self-examination, renounced th
learning acquired at Wittenberg, and been practising abstin,
ence from alcohol and sexual activity, from sumptuou
dress and living. abstinence and purification which h
eventually urges his mother to pursue and would like to
impose upon .Ophelia when telling her to go to a nunneI)l
On the one band, he may have been doing it to set himsel
free from the ghost and leave the vengeance to God, but 0:
the other hand, the regimen to which he subjects himseJ
resembles the warrior ascetism practised in preparation of
decisive battle, in his case for the ultimate extirpation of th
canker grown on the body of his country. There is some
thing in him of the adherent to the theory of natural rights
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whose ambition is to become an inner-wordly ascetic, and
who as a religious virtuoso has the obligation to change the
world, obligation which at times he is unsure of his ability
to fulfil. Ultimately he does at the cost of his life during the
short interim gained: he clears Denmark of the rot, so as to
be ruled by a forceful leader ('Strong Arm').

Shakespeare's HaJn1et is a multifunctional piece with
several levels of meaning reflecting the heterogeneity of the
ethos of transition that England was experiencing at the
time, and implicitly the social setting of the London public
playhouse that extended from the stinkards to the gallants
and gentry, from students of arts and science and the legal
profession to courtiers and noblemen, foreign envoys in
cluded. For a while, early in the 17th century, it was mainly
an ideological and political piece, mirroring the religious
anarchy of the time. the spread of scepticism and of an
educated stoicism at the expense of blind obedience to a
self-destroying authority with its claims of divine rights
meant to override basic tenets of the common law, as well
as the growing Puritanism with its advocacy of the preser
vation of traditional social and political hierarchies and
traditional values, and what eventually came to be known as
the moral superiority of Q1e Country over the corrupt and
promiscuous Court, notorious for its procrastination of
decisions in fundamental matters behind a front of evasive
ambiguity. Equivocalness, indeed, was a primary value that
pervaded the age, feeding on uncertainty and in turn per
petuating it. On the one hand, it was the breeding ground
for doubletall, humbug, riddles, enigmas, word-play, puns
and emblems. and the side effect of the spreading literacy
and an extreme social mobility. and on the other, it under
mined trust in people and in the still standing institutions
(one may recall Laertes' treaunent of the priest at Ophelia's
funeral), while in individuals it encouraged abrasiveness as
cover of insecurity. and enticed those in positions of
authority into a continuous examination of their conscience
that led to the loss of the capacity to rule. In such a set
ting, the end of Hamlet, the play. assumes the character of
the ritual murder of the king in expiation not only of his
own sins but even more as payment for their calamitous re
percussions upon the entire realm, while Hamlet, the
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executioner, wins as a result the admiring deference trad-
itionally due to heroes. .

In the realm of equivocalness, where the word is
god, Shakespeare the playwright is primarily a mythograph
er: he has taken over a history-grounded traditional stor)!
with an enduring quality, such as a recurring social dilemm~

or the disintegration of an established cult practice, in thi~

case blood revenge, regicide, matrimony and institutional
ized religion, and woven into it a family story (Polonius's).
Then he bas constantly changed the details and the emphase~

while preserving the core themes so as to satisfy the emo
tional and existential needs of his audience, alongside of the
technical demands of his fellow-players, and his OWll

interests. Furthermore. his aim has not been to achieve all
internal logical consistency. but to develop details and
scenes which he has kept sticking on the skeleton of th~

core story. He crams them with reflections on a variety oj
interests and preoccupations, ranging from street entertain
ment to matters of everyday life and such serious issues al
the worth of life and of death, life after death, suicide. The
whole, though, continues to be amenable to alterations
cuts, changes of stress, insertions of additional themes. Al
a consequence. it exasperates text analysts and editors anc
makes them exclaim like Professor Philip Edwards, for in
stance, 'If the prince were not so mercurial, the text woulc
be more stable'. But that is what makes it a myth. The godl
are there too, battling among themselves unseen, mystifyinJ
and keeping everybody on their toes. As a mythographer
Shakespeare has combined elements of folktale. with itl
specific tests and quests and comic characters, and the
aristoaatic myth with its heroes and gods, and the resw
has the coherence of a dream. His reference to Hecubl
whose husband was flayed by Pyrrhus's avenging fury is to<
remote to arouse one's interest. so the scholars looked te
Roman mythology for models that might have inspireci
Shakespeare in his attempts to consolidate Hamlet's status,
such as Cato the Younger and the two Bruti: Lucius Junius
and Quintus Caepio, the former being the legendary founder
of the Roman Republic (c6th c.BC), and the latter one of the
leaders of the conspiration against Julius Caesar that a1se
appears in Shakespeare's own Julius Caesar (first performed
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on 12 June lS99). On the other hand, they have overlooked
the references to Heracles (or Hercules in Latin) in the play
itself. If I counted well, there are three, one of which is
indirect. Hercules was the most popular mythological hero
during the Renaissance and well into the 17th century, SO
popular that his name was used as an interjection among the
educated in all the Western lands. Hamlet compares himself
negatively to Hercules early in the play (Lii) and so defmes
himself as an anti-hero, that is to the extent he cannot see
himself capable of Hercules's Labours and incidental deeds.
such as for instance, holding the celestial globe on his
shoulders (as featured on the banner of the Globe play
house). He lacks Hercules's physical strength and the
possibility to wander far and wide, but similarities are not
missing either, not least the mixture of paradoxical qualities
of nature versus culture, He too is the object of the tug of
war between good and evil (in Hercules's case, between Zeus
and Hera); he too has intervals of violence and abjection,
becomes vassal to a king who is his kin and who imposes
labours (tests) on him; he too kills malefactors, has encoun
terS with death and the underworld, but his Hades shrinks
to the dimensions of a churchyard and a dug-up grave in
which he mayor may not jump. and in which human
remains turn to dust aDd loam usable for the most trivial
thingS no matter whether once they were an Alexander (the
Great) or a fool. He too is a womanizer and a heavy drink
er, and although he is not the founder of the Olympic
games. he is a patron of actors and thespian performances.
Ultimately, he too dies of a poison applied to his skin and
commands his own apotheosis. Generally speaking, a hero is
expected to perform some difficult and dangerous acts in
order to survive, win a prize. or defeat an enemy, and all
that would qualify Hamlet for the title, but what makes him
an anti-hero are not the restrictions on his movements as
much as his brooding, self-doubt and sense of powerless
ness in a setting that exceeds mere individual concerns. It is
this aspect in particular that resonates in the modern reader
or spectator and renews the play's lease of life time and
again, during periods of crisis. In the 20th century as
princes and heroes went out of fashion, the myth reverted
to the folktale: Hamlet ceased to be a prince and Portinbras
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was made to disappear once again, as the play bee
personal family story. More electronically-minded w,
went on using electronic gadgets to communicate the I
quies. In other reworkings Hamlet melts into the
ground as their authors focus their attention on
aspects of Shakespeare's script: in his Rosencrant
Guildenstern AJ:e Dead (1965), Tom Stoppard, for ins
seems to have been more interested in stooges regufl~
by the redbrick universities, while a John Updil
matrimonial problems (Gertrude and Oaudius, 2000)
feminist, the Canadian writer Margaret Atwooc
previously opened up the drama to matriarchy.

In the biblical times in which we are living now;
of the deadly wadare between chosen peoples, }
reappears as the anti-hero who cannot make up his m
circumstances that demand an urgent decision, but ill
like a whore unpacks his heart with words.
April-July 2006 Simona Draghid
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